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Abstract

In this thesis, we consider distributionally robust optimization (DRO) problems in which
the ambiguity sets are designed from marginal distribution information - more specifically,
when the ambiguity set includes any distribution whose marginals are consistent with given
prescribed distributions that have been estimated from data.

In the first chapter, we study the class of linear and discrete optimization problems in
which the objective coefficients are chosen randomly from a distribution, and the goal is to
evaluate robust bounds on the expected optimal value as well as the marginal distribution
of the optimal solution. The set of joint distributions is assumed to be specified up to only
the marginal distributions. We generalize the primal-dual formulations for this problem
from the set of joint distributions with absolutely continuous marginal distributions to
arbitrary marginal distributions using techniques from optimal transport theory. While the
robust bound is shown to be NP-hard to compute for linear optimization problems, we
identify multiple sufficient conditions for polynomial time solvability - one using extended
formulations, another exploiting the interaction of combinatorial structure and optimal
transport. This generalizes the known tractability results under marginal information from
0-1 polytopes to a class of integral polytopes and has implications on the solvability of
distributionally robust optimization problems in areas such as scheduling, which we discuss.

In the second chapter, we extend the primal-dual analysis of the previous chapter to the
problem of distributionally robust network design. In this problem, the decision maker is to
decide on the prepositioning of resources on arcs in a given s-t flow network in anticipation of
an adversarys selection of a probability distribution for the arc capacities, aimed to minimize
the expected max flow. Again, the adversarys selection is limited to those distributions
that are couplings of given are capacity distributions, one for each arc. We show that
we can efficiently solve the distributionally robust network design problem in the case of
finite-supported marginals. Further, we take advantage of the network setting to efficiently
solve for the distribution the adversary responds with. The primal-dual formulation of
our previous work takes on a striking form in this study. As one might expect, the form
relates to the well-known Max Flow, Min-Cut theorem. And this leads to the intriguing
interpretation as a 2-player, zero-sum game wherein player 1 chooses what to set the arc
capacities to and player 2 chooses an s-t cut. Essential to our analysis is the finding that
the problem of finding the worst-case coupling of the stochastic arc capacities amounts
to finding a distribution over the set of s-t cuts- this distribution being among the mixed
strategies that player 2 would play in a Nash equilibrium. Furthermore, the support of such
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a distribution is a nested collection of s-t cuts, which implies an efficiently sized solution.
Finally, the third chapter involves work inspired by the daily operations of HEMA su-

permarket, which is a recently established new retail model by Alibaba Group, China. In

a HEMA supermarket store, a single SKU may be presented with demand in the form of

multiple channels. The challenge facing HEMA is the question of how many units to stock

in total between the warehouse and the store-front in advance of uncertain demand that

arises in several consecutive time frames, each 30 minutes long. In this work, we provide

the first distributionally robust optimization study in the setting of omnichannel inventory

management, wherein we are to make a stocking decision robust to an adversarys choice

of coupling of available (marginal) demand distributions by channel and by time frame.

The adversarys coupling decision amounts to designing a random mathematical program

with equilibrium constraints (MPEC). And we provide both a structural analysis of the

adversarys choice of coupling as well as an efficient procedure to find this coupling. In

general, the overall distributionally robust stocking problem is non-concave. We provide

sufficient conditions on the cost parameters under which this problem becomes concave,
and hence tractable. Finally, we conduct experiments with HEMAs data. In these exper-

iments, we compare and contrast the performance of our distributionally robust solution

with the performance of a naive Newsvendor-like solution on various SKUs of varying sales

volume and number of channels on a 5-hour time window from 2pm - 7pm on weekends.

Numerical experiments show that the distributionally robust solutions generally outperform
the stochastic Newsvendor-like solution in SKUs exhibiting low-medium sales volume. Fur-
thermore, and interestingly, in all of our experiments, the distributionally robust inventory

decision problems presented by the historical data provided by HEMA are in fact concave.

Thesis Supervisor: David Simchi-Levi
Title: Professor
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Stochastic modeling is an essential part of Operations Research studies, especially when

it comes to optimal decision-making under uncertainty. Indeed, if we wish to make good

decisions, it is necessary to understand the possible consequences and scenarios we may

face, as well as the manner in which we may face them. Of course, modeling uncertainty is

hardly a straightforward problem. What's more, the practice of prescribing or assuming a

complete stochastic model is far from satisfactory in some cases. How to make decisions in

a manner that safeguards against what we don't know about the uncertainty we face - this

is the thematic research question that the work in this thesis aims to contribute to.

Broadly speaking, this thesis is concerned with (data-driven) Distributionally Robust

Optimization(DRO) methodologies to help organizations design informative and tractable

operations models to aid management decisions, like inventory, scheduling, and network

design. The aim is to further both the theory and methodological application of (Data-

Driven) Distributionally Robust Optimization in Operations Research. DRO presents a

natural methodology for stochastic programming and statistical learning. And a major

highlight to DRO is its ability to take advantage of the increased access/availability of data

in today's rapidly developing technological age by combining the analytical decision-making

insights of Optimization with the data-driven modeling power of Stochastics/Statistics. In

recent years, DRO has grown in popularity, finding its way into machine learning and

statistics problems as a tool for regularization as well as to improve generalization, or

out-of-sample error. And recent works have also shown promise for a data-driven, robust

approach to stochastic programming, (see Gao and Kleywegt (2016), Esfahani and Kuhn
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(2017)).

In this thesis, the focus is on specifically utilizing marginal distribution information

to design and tackle robust problems. More precisely, we study this in the broad theo-

retical context of Distributionally Robust Linear and Discrete Optimization (Chapter 2),

in the special problem of Distributionally Robust Max Flows (Chapter 3), and in a more

applications-focused project with industry partner Alibaba to tackle omni-channel inventory

management (Chapter 4).

1.1 Distributionally Robust Optimization with Marginals

In optimization problems, decisions are often made in the face of uncertainty that might

arise in the form of random costs or benefits. Traditionally, optimization problems under

uncertainty have been modeled with stochastic optimization (see Shapiro et al. (2014)) as

follows. Let S c R' denote the feasible region of the decision vector s and denote a random

vector defined on the support set E c R' with a probability distribution p. The decision s

is made before knowing the true realization of the uncertain data and the outcome is the

random cost function h(s,(). The stochastic optimization problem is to choose a decision

to minimize the expected cost as follows:

min E[ h(s()].
sES P

This formulation however makes the strong assumption that the joint distribution p is

known or at the very least, a sufficient number of independent and identically distributed

samples from the distribution are available. Recently, there has been a growing interest in

the "distributionally robust optimization" paradigm where this assumption is relaxed. The

distribution p is only assumed to lie in a set of probability distributions denoted by P, but

the exact distribution is itself unknown. The distributionally robust optimization problem

is to choose a decision to minimize the worst-case expected cost of the form:

min sup E:h(s, ).

Such a set P has been constructed in a wide variety of ways so as to ensure it is suit-

able for practical applications. At the same time, the choice of this set has important
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implications on the computational tractability of the distributionally robust optimization

problem. Examples of the types of sets P that have been analyzed in the literature include

the set of distributions with information on the mean and covariance matrix (see Scarf

(1958); Bertsimas and Popescu (2005); Delage and Ye. (2010); Bertsimas et al. (2010a)),

the set of distributions with information on the marginal distributions (see Meilijson and

Nadas (1979)) and marginal moments (see Bertsimas et al. (2004)), the set of distributions

with confidence sets and mean values residing on an affine manifold (see Wiesemann et al.

(2014)), the set of distributions that lie in a ball around a reference probability distribution

where the distance is defined using the #-divergence measure (see Ben-Tal (2013)) or the

Wasserstein distance measure (see Esfahani and Kuhn (2017), Gao and Kleywegt (2016),

Blanchet et al. (2017)). This list is by no means comprehensive with an increasing number

of applications of this technique in areas such as supply chains, finance, healthcare and

machine learning to name a few. We refer the interested reader to the papers listed above

and the references therein.

The particular focus of this thesis is to consider DRO problems in which the ambiguity

sets are designed from marginal distribution information - more specifically, when the am-

biguity set includes any distribution whose marginals match given prescribed distributions

that have been estimated from data. In the following, we preview the coming chapters, high-

lighting the different settings in which we study this choice of ambiguity set, with different

kinds of cost functions, and with different- but related- questions concerning computation

as well as analysis.

1.2 Chapter 2: Distributionally Robust Linear and Discrete

Optimization with Marginals

Imagine a single doctor who is to see a group of patients that need to be scheduled on a given

day. Each patient's pre-identified ailment provides details on how long their appointment

with the doctor could take individually. But we have no information on how the appointment

times may realize jointly. How should we schedule the patients in a way that utilizes the

info we have and that is robust to the uncertainty of joint realizations so that the average

total waiting time is minimized?

We approach questions like the above in Chapter 2, in which we study the class of linear
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programs over polytopes in which the objective coefficients are chosen randomly from a

distribution, which is itself chosen from a set of joint distributions specified up to only the

marginal distributions. Indeed, the appointment scheduling or machine scheduling problems

in which individual patient/job processing times have known distributions are examples that

fit into this framework. Though we establish this problem to be NP Hard in general, we

also analyze how the structure of the loss function (a support function for a polytope)

can contribute to the hardness. We provide a convex formulation for the problem that

amounts to a linear program in the case of finite-supported marginal distributions. Further,

we identify that it is the structure of the polytope in the loss function that determines

tractability. And we provide a sufficient condition for polynomial time solvability, which

asks for the polytope to admit an extended formulation of a particular form.

The results described above are a consequence of a duality result that we establish for

this class of problems that is more specialized than the generalized Kantorovich Duality

for multi-marginal transport. The main idea is that passing from the primal to our dual

problem essentially allows us to take advantage of situations in which the set of probability

distributions over the solution space is efficiently representable. In other words, the problem

of characterizing the possible cost distributions (difficult as it may be) can be replaced by the

(possibly easier) problem of characterizing distributions over feasible solutions (the extreme

points to the polytope). This relationship between objective coefficients and solutions can

be seen to be analogous to the traditional conic dual relationship between variables and

constraints. Indeed, in a similar vein, traditional conic duality provides an advantage for

problems with few constraints despite large numbers of variables. And it this passing of

attention away from distributions for the objective coefficients to distributions over the

polytope that ultimately also reveals the key to tractability lying in the structure of the

polytope.

1.3 Chapter 3: Distributionally Robust Max Flows

In this chapter, we extend the study of the previous work to the problem of max flow. We

study the problem of finding the probability distribution for the are capacities in an s-t

network that minimizes the expected max flow. In line with the work in Chapter 2, the

choice of distribution is constrained to be a coupling of given are capacity distributions,
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one for each arc. We show that not only can we efficiently solve for the extremal expected

max flow value a la the results in Chapter 2, but we can go further in this setting to in

fact find the worst-case coupling. Indeed, this particular problem satisfies the sufficiency

condition in Chapter 2 for tractable computation of the robust bound. But the highlight

and extension in this work is the exploitation of the network setting to go even further and

efficiently solve for the worst-case distribution.

The primal-dual formulation of Chapter 2 will assume a striking form in this study. As

one might expect, the form relates to the well-known Max Flow, Min-Cut theorem. And this

leads to the rather intriguing interpretation as a 2-player, zero-sum game wherein player 1

chooses what to set the arc capacities to and player 2 chooses an s-t cut. Essential to our

analysis is the finding that the problem of finding the worst-case coupling of the stochastic

arc capacities amounts to finding a distribution over the set of s-t cuts- this distribution

being among the mixed strategies that player 2 would play in a nash equilibrium. Further-

more, the support of such a distribution is a nested collection of s-t cuts, which implies an

efficiently sized solution.

1.4 Chapter 4: Distributionally Robust Omnichannel Stock-

ing Decisions in Quick Fulfillment Systems

E-commerce companies like Alibaba demonstrate how new technologies not only open the

door for never-before-seen innovations in service but also pose new, challenging research

problems. In the case of Alibaba and its new grocery store HEMA, we consider the problem

of deciding inventory replenishment in the face of omni-channel demand. Fortunately, the

availability of data presents interesting and implementable strategies to tackle this problem,

which we tackled using a. DRO methodology.

In a HEMA supermarket store, a single SKU may present demand in the form of multiple

channels. For example, for the grocery item crab, there may exist demand by way of

customers physically arriving at the store to select a crab, and there may also be demand

by way of customers placing an online order. The number of channels may even exceed two

because both online and offline customers can be interested in cooked-to-order variants.

Every HEMA's supermarket store is composed of: 1.) a warehouse inaccessible to in-

store customers; 2.) a store-front for in-store customers to select and purchase presented
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inventory. Both online and in-store orders must be placed using the mobile app in HEMA.

The fulfillment system, upon receiving these orders, decides how much demand by each

channel is to be fulfilled.

The challenge facing HEMA is the question of how many units to stock in total between

the warehouse and the store-front to meet the uncertain demand that arises in several

consecutive time frames, each 30 minutes long. The lengths of these time frames represent

HEMA's business model goal to complete delivery of online orders within 30 minutes of

their placement.

In dealing with this challenge, we exploit available data on the historical demand by

channel and by time frame - this data can estimate the demand distributions. More pre-

cisely, we make a stocking decision that is robust to the worst-case coupling of the demand

distributions by channel and by time frame. As might be expected, this problem is a non-

convex optimization problem. However, we identify assumptions on the parameters in which

both the problem becomes convex and the worst-case coupling has a tractable closed form.

1.5 Summary

To close this introduction, we summarize the overarching theme that ties the main chapters,

as well as point out specific contributions each chapter makes towards this theme. In

Chapter 2, we consider the case when the cost function is given by the support function to

some polytope. And we study how to compute the worst possible expectation of this support

function with respect to the class of distributions consistent with given marginals. It is in

Chapter 3 where we study an instance in which not only the worst possible expectation can

be computed efficiently, but also the worst possible distribution can be found efficiently.

And finally in Chapter 4 we move away from the linear optimization setting to a cost

function that amounts to a mathematical program with equilibrium constraints. Despite

complicating the cost function further, we still find an efficient procedure to compute worst-

case distributions. On the other hand, the DRO problem as a whole in this setting is in

general nonconvex.
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Chapter 2

Distributionally Robust Linear and

Discrete Optimization with

Marginals

In this chapter, we study the class of linear and discrete optimization problems in which the

objective coefficients are chosen randomly from a distribution, and the goal is to evaluate

robust bounds on the expected optimal value as well as the marginal distribution of the

optimal solution. The set of joint distributions is assumed to be specified up to only the

marginal distributions. We generalize the primal-dual formulations for this problem from

the set of joint distributions with absolutely continuous marginal distributions to arbitrary

marginal distributions using techniques from optimal transport theory. While the robust

bound is shown to be NP-hard to compute for linear optimization problems, we identify

a sufficient condition for polynomial time solvability using extended formulations. This

generalizes the known tractability results under marginal information from 0-1 polytopes

to a class of integral polytopes and has implications on the solvability of distributionally

robust optimization problems in areas such as scheduling which we discuss.

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we contribute to this literature by providing new results for the case where

h(s, )is defined as the optimal value to linear and discrete optimization problems and
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the set P is defined by the Frechet class, the class of multivariate distributions with fixed

marginal distributions. To motivate the problem, we use the appointment scheduling prob-

lem from healthcare as an example (see Gupta and Denton (2008)). In the simplest version

of this problem, a schedule is decided upon upfront with the goal of minimizing the total

waiting time incurred by all the patients who see a doctor in a day and any possible overtime

of the doctor. While the actual time that each patient spends with the doctor is uncertain

at the time of the scheduling, it is common to have partial distributional information on

the individual patient processing times, that might be leveraged on to develop an optimal

appointment schedule (see Kong et al. (2013); Mak et al. (2015) for examples). Assume that

a set of n patients {1, 2, ... , n} who arrive in a fixed order need to be scheduled in a given

time interval. We assume that for any patient i, the distribution Pi of the possible service

time ei with the doctor is known. Let F(pi, P2,..., An) denote the set of all possible joint

distributions consistent with the given marginals pi. The decision variables are the amount

of service times scheduled for each patient i, denoted by si, for i E [n] := {1,2,... ,n.

Patient 1 arrives at time 0 while we instruct patient 2 to arrive at time si, patient 3 to

arrive at time si + S2, and so on. The feasible region of the decision vector s is denoted

by S. An example of such a set isS= {s E R2 si < T, si 0 Vi E [n]}, where we

want to schedule all patients before time T. Assuming patient 1 has zero waiting time, and

denoting the doctor by patient index n+1, the waiting time of patient i+1 is defined by the

recursion wi+1 = max(0, mi + ci - si) for i E [n] where wi = 0 and wn+1 is the overtime of

the doctor beyond time T. The distributionally robust appointment scheduling problem is

to find a schedule to minimize the worst-case expected sum of the uncertain waiting times

of the n patients and the overtime cost as follows:

min sup E3~o [Z(s,)], (2.1)
sESOEF(pi..

where Z(s, )is the optimal value to the random linear optimization problem:

n+1

Z(s,a) =min Z i
i=1

s.t. wi = 0, (2.2)

wi+1 2 0, Vi = 1, ... , n

wi+1 > wi + 23 -- si, Vi = 1,...,n.
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Applying linear programming duality, this is equivalent to:

Z(s,a) =max (24 - si)xi
i=1

s.t. xi - xi > -1, Vi = 2,..., n, (2.3)

Xn < 1,

xi > 0, Vi = 1..., n.

The problem in (2.1) was first studied in Kong et al. (2013) under a different specification of

the set of distributions. Under the assumption that only the mean and the covariance matrix

of the service times are specified, Kong et al. (2013) showed that the distributionally robust

appointment scheduling problem can be equivalently formulated as a copositive optimization

problem. While such a problem is not solvable in polynomial time, the authors showed that

a semidefinite relaxation to this problem provides good schedules. In a followup paper,

Mak et al. (2015) studied problem (2.1) under the assumption that only the means and the

variances of the service times are specified but the covariance matrix and more generally

the dependence structure is completely unknown. Our work is closely related to this stream

of research. Interestingly under this specification of the set of distributions, Mak et al.

(2015) showed that the distributionally robust appointment scheduling problem is solvable

in polynomial time with the use of second order conic optimization methods. This brings

us to a natural question as to what is the underlying structure that makes the problem

tractable for this set of distributions and how does the result generalize to other optimization

problems? In this paper, we provide a partial answer to this question by identifying such a

class of linear and discrete optimization problems for the Fr6chet class of distributions.

Following the form in (2.3), and noting that the i -- si terms are all distributed accord-

ing to ei, except for a fixed translation, this paper will focus on Distributionally Robust

optimization problems in which the cost is of the form:

n,

Z( ):=max i xi, (2.4)

where X c R" is an arbitrary finite set (typically very large), and the ei's are the random

objective coefficients. While we have omitted the dependency on the argument s, it turns out

that study of this form will suffice for problems like the Appointment Scheduling problem,
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and we address the details of how this is done in section 2.5. So the main theoretical focus

of this paper is on finding a tight upper bound on the expected value of (2.4), the value of

a linear optimization problem in which the objective coefficients are chosen randomly from

a distribution in the set (pi,. . . , p) as follows:

Z* sup Eao [Z()],
(2.5)

= sup Eao [JX*(a)]

where a is a random vector and x*(.) is an optimal solution mapping. Note that the convex

hull of the set X, denoted by conv(X), is a polytope with Z(c) = max {i cixi : x E conv(X)}.

Our interest in this problem is primarily in cases where X is given implicitly by the ex-

treme points to an H-polytope {x: Ax <b}. Following the terminology in Natarajan et al.

(2009a), we refer to the model in (2.5) as the Marginal Distribution Model (MDM).

2.1.1 Our Contributions

We add to the previous literature in the following manner. In Section 2.2, whereas previous

papers have focused on the case where the points in X are explicitly given, we focus on

the case when X is implicitly given as the extreme points of an H-polytope (i.e., the input

provides the constraints of the polytope in the form Ax < b) and show that computing Z*

given this form of input is generally NP-hard.

In Section 2.3, we use results from the field of Optimal Transport to identify problem

(2.5) as more generally part of a primal-dual pairing of optimization problems. In doing so,

we generalize the primal formulation result of Natarajan et al. (2009a) to arbitrary marginal

distributions. As well, the accompanying dual problem we derive is a convex mathematical

program that with respect to the existing literature either captures, generalizes, or provides

a simpler program than those derived in the studies of Meilijson and Nadas (1979), Haneveld

(1986), and Weiss (1986) that focused on the special case of X as a collection of 0/1 vectors.

In Section 2.4, we identify two sufficiency conditions for when Z* is computable in

polynomial-time. Included in the study is the case where X C {0, 1}' (studied in Haneveld

(1986) but assumed that set X was explicitly given) as well as the more general case when

X is the set of extreme points to a polytope given in the form of halfspace representation

(H-polytope form) that has not been studied in the previous literature. The first sufficiency
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condition is motivated from examination of the dual form derived in Section 3, and it is

a statement regarding the existence of an extended formulation for conv(X) (see Theorem

2.4.3). The second sufficiency condition on the input X is derived from the connection

between monotone couplings and supermodularity. The results of this study extend the

current body of tractability results of Meilijson and Nadas (1979) and Bertsimas et al.

(2004) for 0/1 polytopes and the result of Mak et al. (2015) for the appointment scheduling

problem to a class of integer polytopes.

Finally, we discuss the implications of the results on the solvability of some distribution-

ally robust optimization problems in Section 2.5 and provide computational experiments in

Section 2.6. For example, the results involving the computation of Z* under H-polytope

input are used for the Appointment Scheduling and Ranking applications and simulations.

(Detailed) Literature Review

To the best of our knowledge, the study of problem (2.5) in the context of combinatorial

optimization problems was initiated by Meilijson and Nadas (1979) who developed an upper

bound on the expected completion time in a PERT network assuming only the marginal

distributions of the activity times on the network are known. The set X in this example is

defined as the set of directed paths (i.e., their 0/1 incidence vectors) from the start to the end

node in a directed acyclic graph representation of the PERT network. The key contribution

of Meilijson and Nadas (1979) was to propose a convex optimization formulation to compute

the tight upper bound on the expected completion time that is valid for the class of joint

distributions with the specified marginals. In a followup paper, Nadas (1979) proposed a

numerical solution to solve this problem efficiently by applying a network flow algorithm

for project cost curves. A lower bound on the probability that a given path in this PERT

network is critical in the worst-case distribution is obtained from the Lagrange multiplier

associated with the constraint determined by the path. Haneveld (1986) also derived similar

analytical results and more with a convex duality approach. And Weiss (1986) furthered this

kind of study to obtain bounds for other combinatorial optimization problems such as the

shortest path, maximum flow and network reliability problem by using the theory of clutters

and blocking clutters. It should be noted that in all these instances, X is given explicitly as

a finite collection of 0/1 vectors, a special case of the MDM problem (2.5). As well, these
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studies did not venture far beyond an analytical perspective to study computation.

The study of the bound in (2.5) for general discrete optimization was initiated in Natara-

jan et al. (2009a). The feasible region considered in their work was

X = { xE Z' : Ax < b, xi E [a'i, i], Vi E [n]}. Under the assumption that the linear opti-

mization problem (the integrand) almost surely admits a unique solution, which complies

with an absolute continuity assumption of the marginal distributions, Natarajan et al.

(2009a) showed that the bound Z* and the persistency distribution is computable as the

solution to a concave maximization over the convex hull of a binary reformulation of the

original feasible region. While they showcased the strength of the formulation by finding

an upper bound on Z* for a stochastic knapsack problem, the complexity of the bound for

linear and discrete optimization problems in general is not discussed in their work.

Birge and Maddox (1995) relaxed the assumption on the knowledge of the entire marginal

distribution and developed bounds when only the support and the first two moments of the

activity durations are known in the PERT network. Bertsimas et al. (2004) extended this

approach to general combinatorial optimization problems with marginal moment informa-

tion on the random coefficients and showed with the use of semidefinite optimization that

the worst-case bound Z* is computable in polynomial time when the original combinatorial

optimization problem is solvable in polynomial time. In a follow-up paper, Bertsimas et al.

(2006) developed an alternative proof of this result in terms of a primal formulation that is

directly defined in terms of the moments of the random variables and the optimal solution

mapping instead of using duality techniques as in Bertsimas et al. (2004). The advantage

of the primal formulation is that it provides the "persistency" of the binary variables which

is the marginal distribution of the optimal solution. Other more recent works using this ap-

proach of incoporating marginal moments include Van Parys et al. (2016), but for stochastic

cost functions of the form given by Z() := I (E" I ) , for some convex loss function 1.

In the special case of the appointment scheduling problem with marginal moment infor-

mation, Mak et al. (2015) considered an alternative binary reformulation to that proposed

in Natarajan et al. (2009a). Interestingly in this special case, the distributionally robust

appointment scheduling problem was shown to be solvable in polynomial time. Natarajan

et al. (2017) extended these bounds to binary quadratic programs with random objective

coefficients and showed that the complexity of computing this bound does not increase

substantially with respect to the complexity of solving the corresponding deterministic
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problem. Natarajan et al. (2009a) also showed that the persistency solution from such an

optimization problem can be used in choice modeling applications. Indeed, in the context

of choice modeling one can view the Marginal Distribution Model as providing a class of

"semiparametric" discrete choice models, obtained through optimizing over a family of joint

error distributions with prescribed marginal distributions. Mishra et al. (2014) showed that

the family of generalized extreme value choice models in discrete choice can be recovered

from such a scheme. Agrawal et al. (2012) provided results for the distributionally robust

optimization problem minses supr(pI...p) E h(s,)] for general objective functions.

They showed that for a given decision s, the problem of computing the worst-case expected

value with Bernoulli random variables is NP-hard even when the function g( ) := h(s,()

is monotone and submodular in (. Towards studying this further, they defined the "price

of correlation", a measure of the cost of model misspecification, by comparing the perfor-

mance of operating under the assumption of independence as opposed to operating under

the assumption of worst-case couplnig. Using ideas from cost-sharing analysis in cooper-

ative game theory, they identified sufficient conditions under which this price is bounded

and provided applications to stochastic combinatorial problems. In contrast, in this paper

we restrict our attention to support functions over polytopes.

Lastly, the field of optimal transport theory and the related Monge-Kantorovich prob-

lem provides several fundamental tools including a duality theory. This has been applied

in a wide range of areas from physics to engineering and to economics (see Villani (2003,

2009); Rachev and Riischendorf (1998); Galichon (2016)). Broadly speaking, this field is

concerned with transporting mass between two given probability measure spaces (X, p) and

(Y, v) at optimal cost. The Monge-Kantorovich problem is formulated as:

max c(x, y)d7r(x, y),
7r E F(p, v) fX X Y

where the optimization is over the set of all transference plans 7 C F(p, v) and c is the

profit obtained from moving one unit of mass from x to y. Indeed, the product distribution

0y v is always a feasible plan. In some cases, the optimal coupling is deterministic where

each x is associated with a single y and this is referred to as the Monge coupling. Unfortu-

nately, such a Monge coupling many not always exist. For instance, consider the case of p

having total mass at a single point while v is a probability measure without atoms. Only if
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one is allowed to "split the mass", can such a transportation be done. While traditionally,

optimal transport has been mainly concerned with finding optimal couplings of two distri-

butions, there has lesser work in multi-marginal optimal transport (see Pass (2015); Bach

(2018)). This stream of literature also has lesser focus on applications to linear and discrete

optimization problems under uncertainty which is what we are interested in.

2.2 Hardness of the Marginal Distribution Model (MDM)

There are two key inputs to computing the bound Z* in MDM: (a) the marginal probability

measuresjp,. .., ,,and (b) the feasible region of the optimization problem X. We assume

that the set X is defined implicitly by the set of extreme points in an H-polytope denoted as

{x : Ax < b}, namely X = Extr({x : Ax < b}). While the number of elements in the set X

is typically very large, the H-polytope often provides a compact representation. A natural

question is to try and characterize the computational complexity of MDM given the input

marginals and the H-polytope representation. While the deterministic problem is solvable

in polynomial time as a linear program, we show that the distributionally robust bound is

NP-hard to compute.

Theorem 2.2.1. Computing Z* in MDM for the class of linear optimization problems given

discrete marginal distributions and a H-polytope is NP-hard.

Proof. We refer the reader to the Appendix section A.1 for a proof that involves a reduction

from 1-norm maximization over polytopes which is known to be NP-hard (see Mangasarian

and Shiau (1986)), implying that the problem of computing Z* is NP-hard. D

A related NP-hardness result for computing the worst-case bounds in distributionally

robust linear optimization problems with a given mean and covariance matrix was shown

in Bertsimas et al. (2010a). The hardness result was shown by relating it to the NP-hard

problem of 2-norm maximization over a polytope. Agrawal et al. (2012) showed that the

problem of computing the expected value of a function of binary random variables with fixed

marginal probabilities under the worst-case distribution is NP-hard, when the functions are

monotone and submodular using a reduction from the MAX-CUT problem. Proposition

2.2.1 indicates that the worst-case expected value of a linear program over the Fr6chet class

of distributions is also NP-Hard. In the next section, we present a primal-dual formulation,
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which later will be used to identify conditions to recognize tractable subclasses of instances-

2.3 MDM: Primal-Dual Formulations

In this section, we present a formulation for MDM using a convex-concave saddle function

and develop an associated pair of primal and dual formulations.

2.3.1 Preliminaries

We establish and recall some basic facts, notations, and related measure-theoretic concepts

that will be useful for discussion.

For any function f : R" R, let f* : R' - R denote the Legendre Fenchel conjugate,

defined by

f*(c) := sup {cTX - f(x)} Vc E R1.

Let f** (f*)* which is equivalent to f in the case of convex f, and let f*** (f**)* f

(Rockafellar (1997)). Notice that these definitions are constructed for functions defined on a

connected space, as in R". However, throughout this text we will often encounter functions

defined on a finite subset X C R. For example, consider a function V : X R. So that we

may be able to discuss notions of "convexity" as well as the Legendre Fenchel conjugate, we

consider extending 0 to all of R in a manner that preserves the value of max E X{cX - (X)}.

For any E R, let

( ) E X,

() {= A2(z_) + (1 - A)4'(x), =A- + (1 - A)x, for some x E X, A E (0, 1), (2.6)

+0o,01 conv (X),

where for any x E X, x- := sup{a X : a < }. Henceforth, for the sake of convenience,

we will use the symbol 0 when in fact referring to the extension of 0 that is defined in the

manner above. And we will call 0 convex when its extension in the manner above results in

a convex function. One advantage to this convention will be that it affords us the shorthand

marx{axe -(x)}= *() V E R. (2.7)

Next, for any convex function f : RP -+ (-oc,+oc], we denote the set of subgradients to f
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at x by Of(x), where

Df(x) := {x* c R' : f(y) > f(x)+ < x*, (y - x) > Vy E R'}

Finally, if f is finite at the point x, then let the right derivative be denoted by

f+1xW lim. f(x + Ay) - f(x)
xbo A

For the following discussion, when S is a topological space, the Borel sigma algebra will

be the sigma algebra generated by the family of open sets, and we let the set of all probability

measures defined on this Borel sigma algebra (called Borel probability measures) be denoted

by P(S).Whenever the space is a finite set X, we will assume the discrete topology, in which

all subsets of X are considered open. If S is a topological space with sigma algebra T, f

is a measurable function from a probability space (S, F, p) into the reals, we will refer to

f#p := p o f1 as the "measure induced by f on the reals.

Definition 2.3.1. Let -y be a Borel probability measure on R'. Then for any i, define the

"i-th projection" lI-y of the measure y by:

Iiy(A):= 7(R x ... x RxAxR x ... x R) for all Borel measurable subsets A of R.

(i-1)- copies (n-i)- copies

Given a collection of Borel probability measures {p?}2, each defined on R, let:

I'(pi,- . .,p{) := {y E P(R") : IIiY = pi, Vi E [n]}.

Observe that this set is nonempty because the product measure P1 9P2 0.. .0pn is trivially

a member.

Unlike Natarajan et al. (2009a), where the results were derived under the assumption

that the optimization problem almost surely admits a unique solution, we allow for the

possibility of multiple optimal solutions. Towards this, we associate with the random opti-

mal objective function Z() := max {aX : EX}, the optimal solution multifunction (see

Shapiro et al. (2014)) xOPT : IR" --:R defined as follows:

r OP(0)= arg maxcJX.
xX
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This multifunction from (R', B) into (R', B) is closed-valued and measurable. In other

words, xOPT() is closed in R" for all , and for every closed set A c R", { : xOPT(a) nA =

0} is measurable. Hence, there exists a measurable selection of xOPT, which we will write

as z* : R" R", where x*() c xOPT(a). The measurable mapping x*(.) then returns a

possible optimal solution to any given vector .

2.3.2 A Lagrangian Formulation

In this section, we derive a Lagrangian formulation of MDM. The following core duality

result from optimal transport theory for the Monge-Kantorovich problem will prove useful

for the analysis.

Lemma 2.3.2 (Kantorovich Duality, Theorem 5.10 Villani (2009)). Let (X, P) and (Y, v)

be Polish probability spaces. Let h : X x Y - [-oo, oc) be an upper semicontinuous function

and suppose that there exist real lower semi-continuous functions a E L1 () and b e L1(v)

such that h(x, y) a(x)+b(y) for all (x, y) E X x Y. Then,

max hdze = inf ud p + vdu,
7rr(p,v)Jd (uv)E4b(h) J fI

where ((h) is the set of pairs (u,v) of Borel functions u : X - (-oc,oc] and t : Y-&

(-oo,oc] such that u G 1 (p) and v E C1 (v) satisfy:

h(x, y) u(x) + v(y), for all (x, y) C X x Y.

If in addition, the cost function is supermodular, then an explicit and intuitive charac-

terization of the optimal transference plan is known.

Lemma 2.3.3 (Monotone Coupling Lemma, Theorem 3.1.2 in Rachev and Rischendorf

(1998)). Let h: R2 - R be a right-continuous supermodular function. Then,

sup E(x,,y)~,[h(x, y)] = h(F,- 1(t), F,- 1(t)) dt,

inf E(x,y),[h(x,y)] = h(F1 (t), F,-'(1 - t))dt

where F,(x) := p(y E (-oo, x]), and F 1 (t) := inf{x : F,(x) > t}, with F,-j(1) =+o.
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From a probabilistic perspective, the lemma says the monotone coupling on the proba-

bility space ((0, 1), B, A) - with A denoting Lebesgue measure - given by (X1(t), ... XM(t))

(F-1(t), .. ,F,-1 (t)) yields the largest expectation.

Given the one-dimensional marginal distributions pli,. pa, we define the convex-

concave Lagrangian function L : (R-1 x ... x RXn) x P(X) by:

L({#}_ 1, v) : (J dHiv + maxxi{ixi - Oi (xi)}d . (Lagrangian)

This brings us to the first key result.

Theorem 2.3.4 (Lagrange Form). Let Z(c) := maxxex cTx. Let there be given n Borel

probability measures {pi}?_' over R. And let X C R" be an arbitrary finite point set. Then

max Ea~oZ() = max max E(a6xi )~m Bixi. ()
Ef(pi, . . ,pn) vEP(X) -Er(piUiv)

If, in addition, EaIy [&i] E- R for all i, then we find the additional equalities,

max inf L({#'};,v) (Primal)
vCP(X) {i:X 7-+R}

min sup L({ };,v) (Dual)
{@~i:Xi-+R}J-1 ,E-p(x)

Proof. We defer a full proof of Theorem 2.3.4 to Appendix A.2.1, but here provide a sketch

of the high-level ideas which can also be used as a roadmap while reading the proof in the

Appendix.

Establishing equality (t). We separately show first LHS < RHS and then LHS > RHS.

* LHS < RHS:

Let 0* E F(p,... ,p)be optimal for the optimization in the expression of LHS.

Based on the discussion in Section 2.3.1, there exists a solution mapping, call it x*,

i.e., x*(c) = Z(c) for any c E R'. Consequently, x* yields a probability law V E P(X),

as well as the collection of measures yi := ((Proj)i, x*)# E F(pti, iv) - all measures

that are feasible to the optimization problem comprising RHS. What's more, LHS is

equal to the objective function of RHS evaluated with these feasible measures.

" LHS > RHS:
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Let v* E P(X) and y* F (pIlv*),...y* E (p, ,v*) be optimal solutions to

the max-max problem on the RHS. These elements together suffice to compose a

random vector a distributed according to a valid coupling. The procedure to compose

ais summarized as follows. Given the random vector x ~ v*, the couplings y*, .... ,*

yield distributions we can understand as 2i x,, a collection of conditional distributions

which, upon arbitrary coupling, yield the joint conditional distribution 212, and hence

. Indeed, this a constructed is not only a valid coupling but also yields an expectation

E3[Z()] equal to the value of RHS.

This implicit construction of a conveniently completes the proof; in contrast, Natara-

jan et al. (2009a) relies on an explicit construction in its proof for the less general

setting of absolutely continuous marginals. In Remark A.2.2, we also extend this ap-

proach, outlining an explicit construction for the case of general marginals, which can

serve as an alternative proof.

Establishing equality (Primal). For each coordinate i, the inner maximization problem

over yi is an optimal transport problem, and after applying Lemma 2.3.2, we arrive at the

form

max E(e. eize J / idHiv + maxxi {ixi - @i(xi)

after further massaging.

Establishing equality (Dual). To establish the exchange of the sup and inf, we recognize

that a saddle-point exists for the convex-concave Lagrangian function L(., -). D

Definition 2.3.5. A measure l E 'P(X) will be called a primal optimal solution if it

solves the maximization problem in (Primal), or equivalently, (t). A collection of functions

(@), . . . , such that Vi : Xi-+ R for every i will be called a dual optimal solution if it

solves the minimization problem in (Dual).

Remark 2.3.6 (Two Player Zero-Sum Game and Nash Equilibria). We note that the above

max-min and min-max exchange in Theorem 2.3.4 naturally characterizes the existence of

a mixed Nash Equilibrium to a game that we describe here. Player 1 decides on a mixed

strategy that selects a random action from X. Player 2 decides on a collection of real-valued

vectors. Player l's utility is given by the Lagrangian function L; consequently, Player 2's
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utility is -L. Observe that Theorem 2.3.4 only comments on mixed rather than pure nash

equilibria. This is in fact because it is not true in general that a pure equilibrium exists for

this game; in other words, all equilibria may exclude having Player 1 select a pure strategy,

or deterministic action, from X. Consider the following example.

Let X = {(1, ,O 0), (0, 1,0),'(0, 0, 1)} and pi, 2 , p3 = 1/3 .11 + 2/3.1o. Then

max inf L({@V}j, x) = 0 # 1 = inf max L({f0}I, x) A
XEX {$Y:XXi-*IRR}   

XEX

We next show that all of the identities in Theorem 2.3.4 continue to hold even if the

functions ?. are restricted to be convex. This will allow for a discussion of the primal-

dual relationship that exists between any primal optimal solution F and any dual optimal

solution (#1, . .. , ), which we discuss in Corollary 2.3.8; further, it will yield a uniqueness

property to be discussed in Section 2.3.3

Remark 2.3.7. All infima in the theorem can be taken equivalently over functions @bj

R -+ R U {+oc} that are univariate polyhedrally convex and whose extreme points lie

in Xi (recollect that a function is polyhedral convex if and only if the epigraph epi(f) is

polyhedral). Recall that for any c?,

max{cixi - Oi(zi)}=p(4) = @**(2a)

where * denotes the Legendre-Fenchel transformation. Since additionally it always holds

that i,* < p/j, we see that for all v E P(X),

**(xi) IHiv(dxi) + 7pi**(21) pi (der) Pi(xi) H~i v(dxi)+ p*(Bij) pi (d24).

In other words, under the goal of minimizing the Lagrangian L({i}i, v) over #i, with fixed

v E P(X), any proposed solution i can be modified to @*, the largest convex minorant

of 0j, to yield a solution that does no worse. Since in our case j* = pi is equivalent to

Yi being a univariate polyhedral convex function with extreme points in Xi, we can restrict

the search, as claimed. A

It turns out that in a sense all the distributional information of Iiv is encoded in the

subdifferential mapping 0i(.). Indeed, the graphs of the subdifferential mappings 8p(-)

are complete nondecreasing curves in R2 (see Rockafellar (1997)) with vertical line segments
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at each xi E Xi, not unlike the graph of any cumulative distribution function for a discrete

distribution. In the following corollary, we see it is the measures pi that translate the

distributional information in the nondecreasing curves.

Corollary 2.3.8 ("Saddle-point" conditions). Following Remark 2.3.7, we restrict atten-

tion to {j}i that are convex. Then, (i,{i} i) is a pair of primal and dual optimal solutions

(aka saddle point) if and only if the following conditions are satisfied:

1. 11i(xi) E pi i(Xi) \ U[,i (Oxi\(') ,fti (Oa i (xi)) Vi E [n], Vxi Xi

2. fX Zi Oi(xi)dv < fx Ei oi(xi)dp, Vv E P(X).

Furthermore, if pi is absolutely continuous, the condition in 1. yields:

Hi1(xi) = piBpi(xi), Vi E [n), Vxi E Xi

Hi (-oo, xi]= IPi(-oo, ( )'(xi)], Vi [n), Vxi E Xi.

Proof. Observe that L ({ },I ) < L({} 1 ,) if and only if

Si(I) -U7iv(i) + max{a- 2)}dpi
J xiex

is minimized in 4i at Vi. For notation's sake, let F3(@i) := maxx,Exj{i - i(xi),and

f (Vi) :=f maxxex,{i-O (xi)}dyi Then

F3, (V@i) = conv(-1x : i C OVL (xi))

so that by Theorem 7.47 of Shapiro et al. (2014) yields

&f(@i) J&F3 (')dpi = [-1, 01 - li (8i(xi)) - pi (z) \ U 2 853(x)

Then the optimality of 7i is equivalent to

0 E iT + Of (bi),

as desired for condition 1. Condition 2 is equivalent to L({bi}', 9) > L({},z v). E
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2.3.3 The MDM Primal Problem

We now turn attention to (Primal). Previously, Natarajan et al. (2009a) studied a variant

of (Primal), derived under the assumption of absolutely continuous marginals. So we begin

the study of the (Primal) problem by noting an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.3.4,

a generalization of Theorem 1 of Natarajan et al. (2009a). In order to state the theorem,

we introduce the following notation. Let xi - ej, where xi E Xi, denote the largest element

in Xi that is less than but not equal to xi; we let xi - ej := -oo, if no such largest element

exists.

Corollary 2.3.9. Let X be a finite set. Let 1....,6 be real-valued random variables with

1,., p, denoting the Borel probability measures they induce on the real line. Then,

I niv(( -oo'xj]

max EaOZ(a) = max (3 x F- (t)dt. (2.8)
OEr(p1,.,pn) vEP(X) JH((_oo,x-ej])

In particular, for any v , solving the concave maximization problem (2.8), we may construct

a maximizing joint distribution 0* (p1,. .. , n)

Proof. Equality (t) was established in Theorem 2.3.4. The final inequality holds due to

Lemma 2.3.3. D

Now let us consider the set of primal optimal solutions, and we ask about uniqueness

matters. At a glance, we observe that there exist both cases of uniqueness as well as cases of

multiple primal solutions - see Remark A.2.3 for examples of both these types of behavior.

In other words, in the most general case, the set of primal optimal solutions does not really

exhibit any conclusive type of uniqueness behavior, in terms of uniqueness.

So let us restrict to the case when the measures l1,..., pn correspond to continuous

distributions. As previously noted, Natarajan et al. (2009a) conducted their MDM study

under this assumption. But the following result indicates that this assumption in fact yields

a structural property to the set of primal optimal solutions in the way of uniqueness.

Corollary 2.3.10 (Marginal Uniqueness in Primal Optimality). Suppose that the Borel

probability measures p1,..., p are all absolutely continuous. If F and F are both primal

optimal solutions, then Ilil = Hi for all i.
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Proof. Let {iI} be a dual optimal solution. Then, with (F, {j}) and (t, {i}) both being

pairs of primal-dual optimal solutions, Corollary 2.3.8 yields the desired result. D

This corollary along with the following proposition illustrate that any primal optimal

distribution can be viewed as the action of an optimal-solution mapping x* on an extremal

coupling. For a concrete example, consider discrete choice modeling in Natarajan et al.

(2009a), in which X :{= x : E x = 1, xi E {0, 1}} and 2i - pi represents the random

utility an agent has for item i, and Z() := maxxaE TX is the utility an agent achieves upon

choosing the utilitiy-maximizing item. The content of the following result indicates that

under the assumption of absolutely continuous marginals, for any primal optimal solution

0, the action of a randomly drawn agent (equivalently, a random draw of utilities from the

extremal coupling) making a utility-maximizing choice x*(2) will simulate F. As IiF yields

the probability that option i is included in a choice, Corollary (2.3.10) indicates that under

the assumption of absolutely continuous marginals, all primal optimal probability measures

over X yield the same choice probabilities.

Proposition 2.3.11. Suppose that the Borel probability measures p1,...,p,,are all abso-

lutely continuous. Then there exists a measurable function x* : R' -> X that takes the form

X*(c) = (x*(ci),..., *,x(c,)) and satisfies x*(c) E arg maxzEX cTX for all c E xnsupp(pi),

such that for any primal optimal solution P,

P3~O (X* (W) = Xi) = P3~ pi(xi(di) = Xi) = Hip (zi), Vxi E Xi, Vi E [n], (2.9)

where * E F(p1,..., pa) is any optimal solution to the MDM problem (2.5).

Proof. We refer the reader to the Appendix section A.2.2.

We now make several remarks on this result in the case of absolutely continuous magi-

nals. First, the quantity Pao(z() = xi), for some distribution 0, is significant for appli-

cations (e.g. discrete choice) and is referred to as a persistence value in Natarajan et al.

(2009a). In (2.9), we see that the persistence value under any worst-case coupling 6* in

fact is entirely determined by the marginals alone, for the fact that the mapping behavior

of z* is separable. Second, the fact that each x can be identified from 2i separately across

i = 1, . . . , n is possible because p i, . . . , y. are absolutely continuous. Indeed, this separabil-

ity may not exist otherwise- for example, consider the discrete measures pi, 12 which both
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have mass 3/4 on 1 and mass 1/4 on -1. If X = {(-1, 2), (1, -2)}, then the optimal value

of x must depend on 2-even if a 1 = 1, whether we can choose the point x = (1, -2)

depends on the value of a 2.

2.4 Sufficient Conditions for Tractability: The MDM Dual

Problem and Supermodularity of Z

Recall that from Proposition 2.2.1, the bound on the expected value is NP-hard to compute.

Thus, the interest is to identify a class of inputs under which the bound is computable

efficiently. Recall that the input is two-fold: a collection of Borel (marginal) probability

measures p,..., p on R, and a finite point set X C R'. We note that X will always be

understood as the extreme points to a given polytope, regardless of V or H representation.

In the case of V-polytope input, X is given explicitly. In the case of H-polytope input, X

is given implicitly. And we note that while the previous literature has tackled the case of

V-polytope input, the work of this section tackles H-polytope input in addition.

We discuss two kinds of sufficiency conditions on the input under which the problem of

computing Z* is tractable (we make this notion precise momentarily): 1.) The first one is

derived from the dual formulation of MDM and involves extended formulations; 2.) The

second one highlights the role that supermodularity may play.

Throughout this section, we will consider the following assumption on the given marginals

p,, pa, which admits the special case of finite-supported measures.

Assumption 2.4.1. Given the marginals ... ,,pnas input, we assume that the expected

value of univariate piecewise linear convex functions of the form f maxxx ixi - Vi(xi)dy

- where

: Xi -+ R- are efficiently computable for all i e [n]. Furthermore, the subgradients of the

functions are efficiently computable.

Observe that Assumption 2.4.1 is satisfied in the case when all marginals have finite

support, which is the case in the computational experiments of section 2.6. But more

generally, in this assumption we are assuming oracle-access to subgradients.

Definition 2.4.2. "Efficiently computable" and "tractable" in this section will mean, in

the case of discrete marginals, existence of poly-time algorithms for exact computation of
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Z*, and in the general case, existence of convergent algorithms with oracle complexity that

is polynomial in the target approximation error and input.

2.4.1 Sufficiency by MDM Dual

Now, recall the dual formulation of MDM from Theorem 2.3.4:

n n

max E3~o[Z()] = min max 3J (2)dpi + (xi) dv(x) (2.10)

= min i ()dy + max [ (i) dv(x)
Oi:R J Lc'P(X) E_

i=1 xXL__i=1

Given that the terms f 07(2i)dy are already mentioned in Assumption 2.4.1, the quantity

that remains in question is the inner maximization problem over probability measures on

nn

max [j ( ) v(x) = max -vP(()) . Iliv(xi). (*)
vC'X EXi= VE'PX)i 1ixi2

Notice that for any {'(xj)} EX, the computation of this quantity depends on the finite

point set X. In this section, we identify sufficient conditions on X under which (*) admits

a tractable reformulation, to be incorporated into an efficient scheme to tackle the entire

optimization problem (2.10) at once.

Naturally, we will be interested in the polytope conv(X) that X presents. Interestingly,

observe that the above suggests that it in fact suffices to characterize the collection of

marginals {{fIiv}", : v Cz'P(X)}. Indeed, this insight is at the center of the forthcoming

Theorem 2.4.3. In any case, for a discussion on complexity, we need to be clear on how

X is given as input. With regards to X, we will consider two kinds of input: 1.) a list

of points, or 2.) a list of linear inequalities to a polytope. In the first kind of input,

the list is precisely X. In the second, and the main point of interest, X is the set of

extreme points to the polytope given by linear inequalities. We-will refer to these types

of input representations as V-polytope (explicit list of vertices) and H-polytope (list of

linear inequalities) respectively. All polytopes can be represented with a list of vertices or

hyperplanes(facets), so the distinction merely highlights how the polytope is presented as

input.

We begin with the (trivial) case of considering the input set X given as the set of vertices
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to a polytope (V-polytope) before going on to study, in increasing generality, when it is given

as the extreme points to a half-space representation of a polytope (H-polytope). We will

then comment on other specific cases and discuss the sharpness of the derived sufficiency

conditions.

X as V-polytope

We start with the simple case when X is explicitly provided as a V-polytope. Perhaps as

expected, MDM with V-polytope input is similarly trivial as the case of linear programming

with V-polytope input. More precisely, the left-hand side of (*) is an efficiently-sized (in

IX1) linear optimization problem for a given set of values {i (xi)}:

n n

max 1(zi) v(z) =maxl i(zi)
vEP(xEX i=1 _ i=1

min y : y 2 L i(i), V E X.

Substituting into the dual form in equation (2.10), implies that the bound Z* is efficiently

solvable as a convex minimization problem (assuming the marginals satisfy Assumption

2.4.1). Such a result is also discussed in Theorem 3 in Meilijson (1991) and in special cases

such as Z() = maxi ei by Lai and Robbins (1976). However, in general, this set can be

very large which will be our focus of interest in the remaining part of this section.

X as extreme points to a 0/1 H-polytope

Now let X be given implicitly as the set of extreme points to a given 0/1 H-polytope

P C R' - note that we can immediately identify the projections Xi = {0, 1}. Naturally, any

element y E P can be written as some convex combination of finitely many members from

X, i.e.,y= >i Aii, with xi E X, > Ai = 1, Ai > 0. Writing v(x) := Ai, we arrive at a

corresponding member v E P(X); furthermore, we also find that all the marginal measures

Hiv : Xi [0, 1] satisfy 1iv(1) = yi, for all i = 1, ... , n. So when the set X is affinely

independent, P(X) and P are in bijection. And this immediatly implies we can perform

the optimization (*) efficiently with the rewritten form:

n n

maxV (xi) .Hiv(xi) = max (1) - yi + @i(0) - (1 - yi)
LciP(X) ii=1
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But even if X is not a set of affinely independent vectors, the above still holds, and

this is precisely where P being a 0/1 H-polytope comes into play. To see this, for any

y e P let us write [y] c P(X) for the set of probability measures that correspond to

the same y C P. And observe that given any two probability measures v1 ,v2 C [y], that

yj = livi ({1})= 1i"v2 ({1}) E [0, 1]. In other words, {{Iv}j 1 : v E P(X)} and P are

in bijection. And this is sufficient for the above rewriting to hold, so that the bound Z* is

efficiently solvable as a convex minimization problem.

More precisely, based on our discussion and the fact that we can without loss of generality

assume that Vi(O) = 0,

max E3,[Z(a)] min max (J'd1IM v + JO*(i)dyi) (2.11)
Oer(91 ,.»   {j:{O,1}-+1R}U 1 vCP(X

min max Li(1) - y + bj(0) - (1 - yi)
{{:{0,1}-+R}_= yEP

+( max (j -x - )(xi)) dp (2.12)
f i=0,1

min max w- y + max(ai - w , o)dy"t (2.13)
{w2}&U 1 yCP

mim Z(w) + max(a - wi, 0)dy) (2.14)

In summary, optimization over {{Hv}j_1 : v E P(X)} being equivalent to the efficient

optimization over P (in the 0/1 H-polytope case) admits tractability. This MDM tractability

result was developed for PERT networks in Meilijson and Nadas (1979) and Haneveld

(1986), shortest path, maximum flow and network reliability problems in Weiss (1986). And

analogous results were provided for combinatorial optimization problems in the settings of

Bertsimas et al. (2010a, 2004, 2006) in which only the marginal moments are known.

X as extreme points to a general H-polytope

In this section we consider the case where the set X is defined implicitly as the extreme

points to a H-polytope, and we do not make the assumption that the extreme points are

binary vectors. As discussed in Proposition 2.2.1, Z* is NP-hard to compute. But with the

previous section revealing that compact 0/1 H- polytopes present tractability, we seek to

exploit this in the following sufficient condition. The idea, simply put, is that if X is the
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image of a compact, 0/1 H-Polytope under a linear mapping of particular form, then (*)

admits a tractable reformulation. In this case, we may use the MDM dual form as part of

an efficient procedure to compute Z*.

Theorem 2.4.3 (Sufficiency by Extended Formulation). Suppose a class of polytopes in

R" is such that for any member Q - with X = Ext(Q) - we can efficiently identify the sets

{X}1 as well as a finite set B with subsets Bit set Bforeveryi= 1,..., n,

such that Q has a compact extended formulation:

Q=IE y V = 1 ... In , (Ext. Form)
FGXi jeBj( 7 )

where P c [0,1 ]B is a 0/1 polytope of the form:

PC yE [0, 1] : y = 1, Vi E[n]}
€i 6%i j E Bi ( gi)

then Z* is efficiently computable over this class, for any collection of marginals P1I...pn

that satisfy Assumption 2.4.1.

Proof. Assume there exists such a compact extended formulation. This means there exists

a linear transformation A such that A(P) 2 X - in fact, A(Ext(P)) Q X) To start, observe

that for any x E X,

Xi = (i < y = 1 Vyx E A 1 (x) nExt(P).

jEBj( j)

(2.15)

We next show a type of equivalence between P(X) and P with the following two claims:

1. For any v E P(X), there exists a y E P such that Iv(.) = yj

2. For any y C P, there exists a v E P(X) such that Iiv(-) = yj
jEBj(-)

To see 1.), let v E P(X). And for each x c supp(v), select a yx E A (x) nExt(P). Next,

we construct a y E P by lettingy= 5 y v(x). Then for arbitrary iC E Xj, by (2.15)
xrsupp(v)
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we find that

Haiv ((i) = E v(x) . 1xi=gi = E v(z) . E yj = 1: yj
xEsupp(v) xEsupp(v) jEBi(i) j€Bi( i)

To see 2.), let y E P. Let us enumerate the set of extreme points to P, writing Ext(P)

{yl, . ., Y Ext (P)|}. With this, y = E Ak yk, for some A1,..., AlExt(P)i ;> 0 and that sum

to 1. Next, we construct a v E P(X) by letting v(x) = S Ak. Then for arbitrary

k:A-1(x)=yk

EXi, by (2.15) we find that

Uiv(i) = (kA y Ak • y = >Ak :y, = 5 Y3
xCsupp(v) k:4-1(x)=yk jBBi(() k j€ Bi( i) j€ Bi( i)

In summary, using this equivalence, problem (*)becomes a linear program that is effi-

ciently solvable:

n n

max5 i (Xi) .H iv(Xi) = max E E5 (Xi) 5 yvEP(X)i=1 Exi yePi=1 XiEX? jeB(xi)

Applying the dual of this linear program into formulation (2.10), we see that the result-

ing mathematical program is a convex minimization problem (linear program in case of

marginals with finite support), so we have arrived at an efficient procedure to compute

Z*.

We now make the following observations and remarks. First, it in fact suffices to identify,

for each i, a superset X D Xi, in the sufficient condition of Theorem 2.4.3. This fact can

prove useful for the class of polytopes we discuss next in the forthcoming Theorem 2.4.6,

in which such approximations to the projections are readily obtainable. For more details

on this, we refer the reader to the Appendix section A.3.1. Regarding the notation in

Theorem 2.4.3's extended formulation, the reader may interpret B as a family of "events,"

rich enough to describe X (a la A(Ext(P)) -;2 X), and yet efficiently sized, with {Bi(tiiE~x

also efficiently describing Xi (a la ( a Yj = 1). As it turns out, we may use Theorem

€£€EX j€Bitti)

2.4.3 to identify the already-considered V-polytope and 0/1 H-polytope cases as tractable.

For the sake of unifying our understanding or perspective on these cases, we now formalize

the discussions above before returning to the topic at hand- studying the case of general
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H-polytopes and identifying a tractable subclass.

Corollary 2.4.4 (V-Polytopes). Let 21, . . . , ci be real-valued random variables with pl, .. . , yp

denoting the probability measures they induce on the real line, and satisfying Assumption

2.4.1. For these measures and the class of V-polytopes, Z* is efficiently computable.

Proof. To see this, we exploit the fact that every V-polytope is the projection of a simplex.

In other words, to each V-polytope is an H-polytope that satisfies the sufficiency condition

described in Theorem 2.4.3. More precisely, let G be the n x m matrix formed by appending

the elements of X together as columns, i.e., G = (X X2 ... x"). Then,

conv(X)= I ({(x, y) : y E Am-, x = Gy

where

Am_1 := {y E R'i : y ;> 0, ( yi =1} C y E [0, 1]B yj = 1, Vi E [n] (i E Xi
i I ieX, jGB( 2 )I

where for each i E Xi, Bi(i) :={jc B: x = {1,.. . , m}.

Similarly, we can also provide the sufficient compact extended formulations to 0/1 H-

polytopes.

Corollary 2.4.5 (0/1 H-Polytopes). Let 1,..., be real-valued random variables with

p1,..., pI denoting the probability measures they induce on the real line, and satisfying

Assumption 2.4.1. For these measures and the class of 0/1 H-polytopes, Z* is efficiently

computable.

Proof. Let Q C R" be a 0/1 H- polytope. Then set B = [n] U [n'], where [n] {1, ... , n}

and [n] {1', ... , n'}. Set Bi(1) = {i}, Bi(0) = {i'}. Set P := {(y, y') E [0, 1][] x [0, 1] [

yEQ,y, 1- yi}. With these quantities defined in this manner for arbitrary Q, we see

that the sufficiency conditions of Theorem 2.4.3 are satisfied. E

Indeed, there is an analogous result identified for the case when only the marginal

moments are known (see Bertsimas et al. (2006)). In the next section, we discuss application

problems that satisfy this condition for general linear and discrete optimization problems.
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L Convex Polytopes

In this section, we examine a special class of integral polytopes that are not necessarily

0/1, called L convex polytopes and show that this class satisfies the conditions of Theorem

2.4.3. This class of polytopes can arise in dual formulations of network flow problems, as

well as other settings. For example, in the Appointment Scheduling problem introduced

in Section 2.1, the polytope in (2.3) belongs to this class, and remains so even when the

overtime cost is different from the waiting time cost, i.e., the overtime cost is some integer

,> 1 .

We begin by presenting the input parameters that specify the H-polytope representation

of a member of this class. Consider a directed graph (V = {1, ... ,n}, A), an integer-valued

distance function d : V x V Z U {+oo}, and collections of bounds {li}>IC Z U {-oc},

{u2 } 1 c Z U {J+c}. Let

X = { (E Z : , ) - 3< dij V(i,j) E A, l <xjUi Vi E{1 .. .n}}

A set of this form is known as an L convex set. It is nonempty if and only if d satisfies

the triangle inequality: dik < di + dyk, for all i, j, k E V. Its convex hull conv(X) is an

integral polyhedron (e.g. see Murota (2003)) that when bounded we'll identify as an L

convex polytope.

When assuming conv(X) is bounded, observe that for any i,

1: max {lk - dki }> -o
k:(ki)EA

u:= min {u+dij} < +oo,
j:(i,j)EA

so without loss of generality, let us assume that {l2 } U I C {u} 1  Z. In summary,

Definition 2.4.1 (L convex polytope). Let A C [nj x [n], {l} 1  , 2,{u} 1  C ,

{dij}(ij)EA C Z. Then P = {x R" : xi - xj <d V(i, j) E A, li xi < ui Vi E

{1, . . . , n} is an L convex polytope.

Theorem 2.4.6. Let 1 . .  be real-valued random variables withAp1,...,p denoting

the probability measures they induce on the real line, and satisfying Assumption 2.4.1. For

these measures and the class of L convex polytopes, Z* is efficiently computable.
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Proof. Let G (V, A), d : V x V - Z U {+oc} (satisfying the triangle inequality) and

{li}= 1 C Z U {--oo}, {ui}_1 C Z U {+o} be given as in the above for the characterization

of X. Define u maxi ui and 1 mini Ii. We claim that V(i, j) E A

xi - x dij  < [Xi E {t, ... ,u} - j {l, ... ,t - dij - 1}] Vt E [l, u] O Z.

The "only if' direction is clear. The "if' direction is also clear, as given an (i,dj) E A,

Xi E {xi, .. . , u} -- .j ... ,xi - dij - 1}, by hypothesis. Hence, xj > xi - di , as

desired.

Using indicator functions, we can view the equivalence just as well in the form:

U t-dij -1

x - xz < dij V(i, j) E A E lxi=S + E lo =s i V(i, j) c A, Vt E [l, u] O Z
S=t 8=l

Additionally, since xi= U11 2i yi we have found an extended form of the kind in

Theorem 2.4.3, with

U t-dij-1

P:= {y E R" '"u :yi,xi 1 Vi, Zyi,s+ E y3 s < I V(i, j) c A, t = 1, l+1, ..
xi(li,ui] s=t S=1

where we have set B = {1,.. . ,n} x [1,u]z, with u and 1 efficiently identifiable. Further,

using this form, the projections Xi can be identified efficiently using linear progrmaming,

and Bi ()can be identified with the singleton {(i, zi)}.

What remains is to show that P is an integral polytope. Please refer to Appendix section

A.3.1 for an involved argument of this point. D

2.4.2 Sufficiency by Supermodularity

We now discuss a second sufficiency condition on X, based on a result from the study of

Optimal Transport. It will identify a different subclass of tractable instances. Following

this, we will compare and contrast with the first sufficiency condition of Theorem 2.4.3. In

this section, submodular functions will be useful, so we briefly review here.

Let V and A be binary operators defined on R" x R' by:

(XiI .... .n) V (Y1,... y ) = (Xi V y 1,..., Xn V yn) VX, y E Rn
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We will refer to Rn as a lattice with join and meet operations in V and A respectively.

Further, if a subset S C Rn is closed under the join and meet operations, then it is a

sublattice.

Definition 2.4.2 (Submodular Function). Let f : R" - R. We call f submodular if

f(xVy)+f(xAy)<f(x)+f(y) Vx,yER".

If -f is submodular, we say f is supermodular.

As already stated, the sufficiency condition of this section is based on a standard result

from Optimal Transport, in fact a generalization of the two-marginals (n = 2) result in

Lemma 2.3.3 to a multi-marginal version (n > 3). Proof sketches and discussions abound

in the Optimal Transport literature, and we provide a proof for sake of completeness in the

Appendix.

Lemma 2.4.7. Let Xi be a totally ordered set for all i, and consider X = X 1 x ... x X.

Let c : X R be a continuous, submodular function. If{pi}=1...n is any collection of

marginal measures, where pi E P(Xi) for all i, then

inf c(x) d-y(x = (F- (t) F-(t)) dt,
Y: IaY=,i (Vi) X:=X 1 x... XX =.

where FA, (xi) := pi(yi E (-oo, xi]), and F,- (ti) := inf{xi : F,(xi) > ti}.

Proof. The technical proof is relegated to the Appendix section A.3.2. E

The significance of this result for the MDM problem is that, assuming the marginals

pi,...,yt are all finite-supported, all the X that make Z(c) := maxxEXCTX supermod-

ular form a subclass of instances for which the computation of Z* is tractable. And this is

because evaluation of the expectation of Z under the monotone coupling is polynomial in

the input.

A natural follow-up question is: what kinds of X yield supermodular Z? It turns out

that in fact there is a class that can be quite conveniently characterized.
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Corollary 2.4.8. Let1,..., all be finite-supported marginals. Consider the class of

V-polytopes in which the vertex set X is a sublattice. Then for this class of inputs, Z* is

efficiently computable.

0 X E X
Proof. Define the function 6x(x) . It follows that

+0C X V X

6x(x V y) + Jx(x A y) < x(x) + ax(y) Vx, y E X

is equivalent to X being closed under the lattice operations V and A. So, 6 x is submodular.

And since Z is the Legendre-Fenchel conjugate of 6x, Z is consequently supermodular (see

Murota (2003)), as desired. E

Corollary 2.4.9. Let p1,...,p all be finite-supported marginals. For the class of H-

polytopes that are sublattices, i.e., closed under the lattice operations V and A, Z* is effi-

ciently computable.

Proof. Let X denote the set of extreme points to an arbitrary H-polytope. Observe that

Z X = 6 XQ= 6 conv(X)* By hypothesis, conv(X) is a sublattice, so as similarly argued

already, 6 con(X) is submodular, meaning its conjugate, Z, is supermodular, as desired. E

We now make a few remarks. The distinction between these two kinds of input is made

because in fact a finite set X being a lattice does not imply that conv(X) is a lattice - unless

n 2, as shown in an example in Queyranne and Tardella (2006)- and vice versa. Checking

the sublattice structure of X in the case of V-polytope input can be clearly done efficiently.

But for the case of H-polytope input, we can in fact also recognize if it is a sublattice

in polynomial-time. Veinott Jr (1989) demonstrates a method via linear programming.

Further, Queyranne and Tardella (2006) prove that all closed, polyhedral sublattices can be

written as the solution set of a finite system of bimonotone linear inequalities (inequalities

of the form aixi + ajxj < c, for some i,j with the product aiaj nonpositive), which could

make recognition in the case of H-polytopes possible by inspection.

The next result indicates that when it comes to the case of two dimensions, the super-

modularity of Z is equivalent to conv(X) being a sublattice.



Lemma 2.4.10. Let n < 2, X a finite subset of R, then the polytope conv (X) is a sublattice

if and only if Z is supermodular.

Proof. The "only if' direction was established previously for all n. For n = 2, if Z is

supermodular, then its conjugate ocsn(X) is submodular (see Murota (2003)), as desired.

The case of n = 1 is trivial. D

To conclude this section, we now ask how this second sufficiency condition relates to the

first one of Theorem 2.4.3, derived by way of considering the Dual Problem. How are they

similar, and how are they different? The next result states that the two conditions both

capture the class of L convex polytopes.

Proposition 2.4.11. Let X be a finite point set such that conv(X) is an L convex polytope.

Then Z(c) := maxxcx cTx is supermodular. Consequently, Z* is efficiently computable for

the class of L convex polytopes when the marginals p1,.. ., p are finite-supported.

Proof. By hypothesis, conv(X) is poyhedral L convex. With Z being the conjugate of

6conv(X), it follows that Z is polyhedral M convex (see Fujishige (2005)), hence supermod-

ular. D

As for how the sufficiency conditions are different, we emphasize that the class of X

that satisfy the sufficiency condition of Theorem 2.4.3 do indeed include X that DO NOT

result in supermodular Z. We will see an example in the next section.

2.5 Polynomial Time Solvable Instances

In this section, we illustrate the application of the dual formulation to identify three poly-

nomial time solvable instances of MDM. The first example is the distributionally robust

appointment scheduling which was introduced in Section 2.1. The polynomial time solv-

ability of this problem under marginal moment information was first shown in Mak et al.

(2015). We show that this extends to the case where the entire marginal distributions are

known. The second example is a ranking problem with random utilities with applications to

allocating resources in a scheduling context. The third example deals with finding bounds

for project scheduling problems with irregular, random starting time costs.
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We emphasize that the class of tractable instances to the MDM problem includes much

more than just those that can be solved via the co-monotone coupling. For instance, consider

letting X {(-1, 0, 0), (0, -1, 0), (0, 0, -1)} and Pi, p2 , p3  1/3 - 11 + 2/3 .1 0 . Then

max E [Z(a)] -min E min TXl
c a jXE-X I

(1, 0, 0) w.p.1/3

and the optimal coupling is found in: ( 1, 2,2 3)= (0, 1, 0) w.p.1/3 , which is not co-

(0,0,1) w.p.1/3
monotone.

We will see that Indeed, while in the first example, Z is supermodular, and hence indicating

that Z* can be solved via the co-monotone coupling (see Lemma 2.4.7), the second example

has a submodular Z.

2.5.1 Appointment Scheduling

Recall that in this setting, we have n patients who arrive in a fixed order {1, 2, . n}who

need to be scheduled in a given time interval [0, T]. We assume that for any patient i, the

distribution pi of the service time 2i with the doctor is known. The dependence among the

distribution of the patients is however unknown. The decision variables are the amount of

service times scheduled for each patient i, denoted by si. Patient 1 arrives at the normalized

time 0 while we instruct patient 2 to arrive at time si, patient 3 to arrive at time si + S2,

and so on. Let S {s C R: si < T, si > 0 Vi E n]}, where we want to schedule all

patients before time T.

We are interested in the problem of minimizing the worst-case (over all distributions

consistent with the marginals) expected total wait time of the n patients to be seen by one

doctor and any overtime:

min sup Esso [Z(s,a)]
sES&El'(pi..
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where:

Z(s, a) = max
n

S( - si)zi

s.t. j- xji_1 -1, Vi =2,.. . ,n,

n < 1,

Xi > 0, Vi = 1 ... , n.

Exploiting Supermodularity in MDM Appointment Scheduling

At first reading, the reader's intuition may suggest that in some sense the "worst" possible

realization of the patient processing times (21, . . . , 2,) occurs when all these values assume

their largest (or nearly largest, in case of no upper-bounded marginal support) possible

value simultaneously. In transferring this intuition to imagining a worst-case coupling of

patient processing times, we could propose the monotone coupling of the a 1 , . . . , e, random

variables. Indeed, this turns out to be correct, and this is so because of supermodularity.

Proposition 2.5.1. For any s, Z(s,) is supermodular in the variables. Hence, the

monotone coupling provides a worst-case coupling.

Proof. Let s be given. By Proposition 2.4.11, since Z(s, -) is equivalent to the support

function of an L convex polytope, it is necessariy supermodular. The final conclusion

follows from Lemma 2.4.7. D

In the case of finite-supported marginals, the problem then reduces to solving the LP

given by min EO .. [Z(s, ), where 0mon denotes the monotone coupling of the marginals.
sES

As for the more general case of marginals that statisfy Assumption 2.4.1, we may address

the problem with the dual formulation, an approach we discuss now.
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Exploiting Theorem 2.3.4 in MDM Appointment Scheduling

To properly account for the effect of the scheduling decision variables si in the inner MDM

problem, observe that

max E3~o[Z(s,a)] max E3,Ol,[Z(0, 2')]
E p . ) O'EF(t-si.. -S)

S min max f(@idIiv+ 0*()'dd(p -si)
{2i:Xi-+R}gi vEP(X)

S min max (f IdnIv + @f*(j - si) dpi,
{#O:Xi-+R}  vEP(X)

where pi - s denotes the measure on R induced by the random variable 2j -si, when i ~ pi.

Define the set X := Extr ({x E R : X - X_ 1 > _-1 Vi = 2, ... ,n, x., < 1}). As X

turns out to be a bounded L convex set, Theorem 2.4.6 provides an integral extended form

representation of conv(X) as in Theorem 2.4.3.

However, we may use a different representation here. Indeed, X has in previous works

been well-characterized (see Zangwill (1966), Zangwill (1969)) which we exploit as in Mak

et al. (2015) to construct a representation of P(X) in the manner of Theorem 2.4.3. More

precisely, consider the set

X' := { {[1, ai], [a+1, a 2],... [ak-1 + 1, a = n+1]}

0 =ao < ai < ... <ak= n+1, kE [n+1],{a}1 C+}.

It can be shown that X and X' are in bijection, where members x and of the respective

sets satisfy the following:

zi =U -i <- i" ElU] (E

Bringing this into the framework of Theorem 2.4.3, we let B :={(k, j)E [n+1] x [n+1]

k < j}, Bi (i) := {(k, i + (i) : k < i}, and P :{y E [0, ]B : (kj)iYkj= 1 Vi [nI+ 1]},

then with P being a 0/1 polytope,

n+1-i

con(X) ={X:(ly EP) xi Z - Ykj,}
'i =0 (k-j)EBj( i)
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Hence, (*) takes the linear programming form:

[n 1 n

max I Oi(xi) v(x) = max Zi(xi) .H Iiv(xi)
VEP(X)[ j vEP(X)

XEX i=1 =1xX~

max bi(Xi) yk,i+xi
yEP 1~X

i=1 xjExi ((k,i+xi):k i

and we obtain the following tractable formulation for the distributionally robust appoint-

ment scheduling problem:

min max Eo [Z(s,a)]
sES OEF(p1,..,pn)

min min max dy +>E<j{m ax {(j- s)(j-i)-d }]
sES {di,j}i<;jngi yEP =1 j: n+1 k:1ki i=1 3:jn+1

(2.16)

Note that the inner maximization can be dualized in a straightforward manner since P is a

0-1 polytope. This leads to a tractable instance under the assumption that the univariate

expectations are easy to handle.

2.5.2 Ranking with Applications to a Scheduling Problem

Consider Xperm := {x : [n] - [n]}, the set of all permutations on [n] := {1, 2,....

Equivalently, this set Xperm can be viewed as the set of extreme points to the permutahedron

Pperm which is defined by the set of inequalities:

Xi > 2 ,+ VS C [n], S ##
i 2Ec ,S S

Xi n(n + 1)
i=1

While this is not an efficiently-sized H-polytope representation, the 0/1 Birkhoff polytope

shows that we can still efficiently solve the right-hand side of (*). Indeed, to see this,

observe that if x is a permutation, then we can define an associated 0/1 permutation matrix

Y e {0, 1}"" via Yj = 1 - x(j) = i, i.e., x = (1,..., n) . Y. Let X' be the set of

such 0/1 permutation matrices, which is clearly in bijection with Xperm. Next, Birkhoff's

theorem tells us that the Birkhoff polytope {Y E , 1]n"" : Ei Yj = 1 Vj, EZ Yj= 1 Vi}
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is in fact conv(X'); in other words, conv(X') can be formulated as a 0-1 polytope in n 2

variables {yij}ij_[n]. Thus, we set B = [n] x [n], Bi (xi)= {(i, xi)} for all i, xi E [n], and P

as the Birkhoff polytope. This implies that the right-hand side of (*) can be formulated as

a set of primal and dual linear programs:

n n n' n
max (j yg min oz + E i

{Yiaj j=Ii= j= a~'1~Y= =1 =

~Yij =, VI,

Yj > 0, Vi, j.

Using the dual formulation in (2.10), we have a min-min problem that is tractable.

We now discuss an application of this ranking formulation to the problem of allocating

resources to jobs to minimize the sum of completion times on a single machine. Assume

that we are given a set of n jobs, each with random duration 2i that is processed on a

single machine. The objective function of interest is the sum of completion times. Consider

the problem of allocating resources to these jobs which reduces the time to do the jobs.

However this resource allocation has to be done before knowing the true realization of the

job durations or the arrival (priority) sequence of the jobs. The optimization problem is to

allocate the resources to minimize the expected sum of completion times allowing for the

worst-case joint distribution of job times and a worst-case arrival sequence of jobs. This

problem is formulated as:

min sup E3~o [Z(t,a)]. (2.17)
tET Er'(i,...,pt)

Here Z(t, 2) is the optimal value to the linear optimization problem:

n

Z(t,) :=max Z( - ti)+x,
i=1 (2.18)

s.t. X E Xperm,

where t is the reduction in the individual job times which is assumed to lie in a polyhedral
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set T. A direct application of the result indicates that this problem can be formulated as:

n n T

min max EEdi yi + E,~, [max{(ej - ti)+ . - dij}], (2.19)
tET,dj . yi=1,j yij=1,y>2

which by applying linear programming duality to the inner maximization problem reduces

to the tractable optimization problem:

n n n

min Ea + + Ee [., max{(a - ti)+ j - dij}]
j=1 2=1 i=1 jE[n] (2.20)

s.t. t E T,

aj + i ;> dij, Vi, j.

Proposition 2.5.2. For any t, Z(t, 2) is monotone, submodular in the variables.

Proof. We refer the reader to the Appendix section A.4.1. D

The significance of Proposition 3 is that now Agrawal et al. (2012) has something to

say about a practice in stochastic optimization in which stochastic quantities are assumed

to be independently distributed. Namely, with the established difficulty of computing the

worst-case expected value of the cost, how much "excess cost" would we incur by assuming

independence? Agrawal et al. (2012) answers this with a bound on the "Price of Correla-

tions", or POC, ratio.

Corollary 2.5.3. (Agrawal et al. (2012) Theorem 2) If Z(t,.) is integrable with respect to

the independent coupling of the aj variables, then the price of correlation

sup EZ(tI,a)

POC:= 9ETF(pi,..,pn)
sup EZ(tR,) -

oer(pi,..,9n)

where tR denote the robust solution and t' denote the solution under independent assump-

tion.
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2.5.3 Bounds for Project Scheduling with Random, Irregular Starting

Time Costs

In this section, we discuss an extension of the polynomial time complexity results in M6hring

et al. (2001) for project scheduling problems with irregular starting time costs to the case

where randomness is incorporated in the cost function. Consider a set of jobs denoted by

N= {1, ... I} with a fixed time horizon T {0, 1, ... , T} in which all job starting times

need to be scheduled. A job j E N is assumed to incur a random cost ej (t) if it is started

at time t. Let Sj denote the start time of the job j. For example, the random cost might

be defined as a,(Sj) = c(Sj)Ej where c(Sj) is a deterministic cost function of the start

time and 2j is a random cost term for job j. The precedence constraints among two jobs i

and j is denoted by the constraint Sj > Si - dij where dij E (-o, o) is an integer number

imposing a time lag between the jobs. Assume the integer processing time of each job j
is denoted by pj. Then this can capture an ordinary precedence constraint that job j is

started only after job i by incorporating the constraint Sj > Si +pi. The precedence among

the jobs is denoted by the directed digraph G = (N, A) where A = {(i, j)1dij > -oo}. We

assume that there is no directed cycle of positive length in the graph, to prevent conflicts

in scheduling. Assume that F(p, . . . , p,) is the set of distributions for the random terms

1, ... ,e,. The optimization problem is to solve:

inf E min Y(Si) (2.21)
9er(pi,..,ia) [SES

where S is the set of feasible starting time vectors. We remark that because the c- are

arbitrary functions, the monotone coupling can indeed be suboptimal here.

Remark 2.5.4. Consider

minimize E 2S2
S 1,S2 3

subject to 1 < Si 3

1 < S2 < 2

S 1 S2,
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where the deterministic cost functions are defined by

Si E [1, 3]
col(S1) :=~

+oo otw

and

c2(S 2 ) := 1 2 E  [1, 2]

+Oo otw

and we let the marginals be given by i=2 w.p.1/ 2 Then it is easy to verify that

0 w7.p.1/2

the monotone coupling yields an expected value of ~ 0.980, while the anti-monotone yields

a smaller expected value at ~ 0.853. A

With the above remark suggesting that there is no standard analytical characterization

of the optimal coupling, we proceed with using the dual formulation of Theorem 2.3.4 and

the extended formulation technique we illustrated in Section 2.4.

For a feasible schedule F, let xF be defined as

F 1, if job j is started in period t,

0, otherwise.

Let X := {xF : F is a feasible schedule} be the extreme points to the "time-indexed poly-

tope" = conv{XF : F is a feasible schedule} = conv(X). The start time for a job j is then

defined as Sj = E tzjt. Then the inner scheduling problem of minimum cost in this case

can be formulated as an integer program:

n,

min c

j= 1

s.t. c= T c(t)Xj Vj = 1,...,n.
T

x = 1, Vj = ... ,n,
t=o
T t+di -- 1

Xis+ Exjs < 1, V(i,j) E E,t=0,...,T,
s=t s=O

Xjt E {0,}, Vj=1,...n,t=0,.T.
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The linear programming relaxation of this integer program provides integral solutions (see

the proof of Theorem 2.4.6). In other words, conv(X) is a 0-1 polytope; hence, Theorem

2.4.3 implies that the robust bound in (2.21) in MDM can be computed efficiently.

To illustrate the tractable computational form:

n
inf E minEa (

OET(pi,. . ,pa) SES

- min
SES

n

max - (Sj)
SESj=1 I
n T n

=-min max ,3E3E ,txjt+ :E -[max{- .
O xEconv(X) j=1 L=U j=1

T

c((t)sy3 t
t=O

T

- 4'jt-isjt}]
t=O

n n T T

mi ZA+ S +5E 3 ,[max{-j-jc (t)-jt- # 2pjt}],
(Vj'j'Y')G =1 (ij)EA,t=0:T j=1 ijx t=0 t=0

where

Q:= , A (t) js +(E > jVjEs[)],VsE{0,....jTI,

7'3. >0, V(i,j) e A, t e{10,...,T}}

where L(j,s) := {(i,t) : (j,i) E A,t =0, ... s}

R(j, s) := {(i, t) : (i, j) E A, t E [(s - dij + 1) V 0, T] 2}, and for each j, the integrand term

max 0 

T

max (-i c (t) - @jt)¾4t
t=o
T

s.t. E t = 1,

t+dij -1

+ E

S=0

Vj = 1,. . . , n, t = 0, . . ., T.
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sEF(p..p)

=- sup
OEr(p1 i,..,n)

E

t=O
T

: 3s
s=t

Sjt> 0,

Sj)

n

j (Si)

Vj = 1, ... ,n,71

s j, < 1, V(i, J) (E A, t = 0,



has an equivalent dual minimization form:

n

minimize ay + Zjp
{%},i~j I}(j')E At-OT =1 (ij',t): (ij') EAtE{O0.. T}

(i,t)EL(fd,s) (i,t)ER( 08,s)

(i,t)EL(j,s) (i,t)ER(j,s)

> 0 V(i, j') E A, t {0, ... ,T}

2.6 Computational Experiments

2.6.1 Appointment Scheduling

Mak et al. (2015) have studied the appointment scheduling problem considered in this

paper with first two marginal moments. They used the second order cone to model the

distributionally robust version of the problem. Although tractable, the distributionally ro-

bust model in which the uncertainty set is comprised of all joint distributions in which the

marginals satisfy given first two marginal moments - hereafter referred to as the Marginal

Moment Model (MMM model) - is often challenged for the conservativeness of its solution.

Generally, incorporating more information of uncertainties helps to mitigate this effect at

the cost of sacrificing tractability. In Section 2.5.1, though, we have shown that incorpo-

rating marginal distribution information can yield a tractable model. We are interested in

understanding to what extent incorporating marginal distribution information manages to

mitigate the conservativeness of the marginal moment based model. Towards this, we in-

vestigate the performance of the robust solutions from MDM and MMM model respectively

when the distributions of the service durations are known and independent.

Our experimental setup is based on Mak et al. (2015). Namely, we consider the case of

n = 5 jobs, and assume that the job durations follow three types of probability distributions:

normal, gamma, and log-normal. Under each type of probability assumption, we generate

our random problem instances as follows:

• Randomly generate 100 instances each by sampling:

- Mean mi ~ U[30, 60] with parameter c ~ U[0, 0.3],

- Standard deviation o-i = mi - c,
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- Planning horizon T =E _mi +(0.5). i.

For each instance, using the generated mi and oj, we can solve a second order conic model

proposed in Mak et al. (2015) to get the robust solution under the marginal moment based

model, denoted as an MMM solution. We can also solve (2.16) with the marginal distribu-

tion specified as the given type of probability distribution (normal/ gamma/ log-normal)

with the generated mean mi and standard deviation o-. We use the sample average ap-

proximation method with N = 5000 samples to compute univariate expectation in (2.16).

The expected performance of the two robust solutions under the independent probability

distribution can be evaluated by the sample mean in simulation.

In Figures 1-3, we compare the expected costs of the MDM solution and the MMM

solution under the assumption that the true distribution is the independent distribution

with the specified marginals. The figures plot the empirical cumulative distribution func-

tion of the total wait times for the 100 randomly generated problem instances. As the

figures illustrate, MDM can present a sizeable reduction of the expected waiting time over

MMM. The mean of the relative reduction for the three cases are 0.2462 (Normal), 0.2420

(Log-Normal), 0.2001 (Gamma). The results show that incorporating the whole marginal

distribution indeed helps to mitigate the conservativeness of the robust solution compared

to the robust model considering only marginal moments information. From the other per-

spective, it also indicates that when the marginal distribution is available, the usage of only

marginal moments will incur some loss in getting an efficient schedule.
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2.6.2 Ranking with Scheduling

We have shown the ranking problem (2.2) is submodular in E. Hence the price of correlation

is low for the ranking problem according to Corollary 2.5.3. Indeed, we can test it using

a small numeric example. Consider the resource allocation application in Section 2.5.2.

Suppose there are n = 5 jobs and assume the job duration is discrete distributed. Suppose

the cardinality of the support set for each job is the same and denote it as N. We take

N = 5 in this example. We generate 100 problem instances and each instance is generated

as follows:

" We randomly generate an upper bound of the time reduction ui for each job i.

" The support is generated by multiplying ui by N random numbers between (1, 2)

" Randomly generate the probability of each realization in the support set.

" Calculate the first two marginal moments based on the probability generated.

We can calculate the price of correlation (POC) for each problem instance and plot the

empirical distribution of the POC in Figure 2-4. From the figure, we observe the price of
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Figure 2-4: Empirical cumulative distribution of POC for 100 problem instances

correlation for this allocation problem is close to 1, which is below the upper bound derived.

Given the low price of correlation, one may argue that we can use independent coupling

to approximate the worst case distribution without involving much risk. However, to solve

the ranking problem under independent coupling exactly is not necessarily an easy task

even when the marginals are discrete-distributed. Indeed, consider the example above. To

solve problem (2.17) exactly, we must enumerate the full distribution which involves N"

scenarios, a large linear program. In contrast,our dual formula of the robust model (2.20)

only requires a linear program of size O(Nn), which can be efficiently solved.

Similar to the appointment scheduling problem, we also have a tractable second order

conic program for the robust model with first two marginal moments (see Appendix A.5

for the formula of the second order conic program). Although also tractable, we claim the

MMM solution does not perform as well as the MDM solution. To see this, we plot the

empirical cumulative distribution function of the difference between the performance of the

MDM solution and optimal cost under independent coupling versus the difference between

the performance of the MMM solution and optimal cost under independent coupling. From

Figure 2-5, we can see the MDM solution generates a lower performance difference than does

the MMM solution. In summary, for the ranking problem, our dual formula can achieve a

less conservative robust solution and preserve tractability.
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2.7 Conclusion

We studied the problem of computing the robust bound on the expected optimal value of

linear and discrete optimization problems, in which the stochastic uncertainty is specified

only up to its marginal distributions. We generalizeed and unify primal-dual formulations

for this problem. And while we showed the robust bound is in fact NP-hard to compute

for linear optimization over an H-polytope, we also useed the dual formulation to find a

sufficient condition on the input polytope for polynomial time solvability. In the process,

we showed that the class of L convex polytopes form a tractable subclass. Finally, we

concluded by examining some application problems in scheduling.

Future directions of research may examine how to incorporate additional kinds of con-

straints on the joint in addition to the marginal constraints. Another direction is to consider

when we can not only efficiently compute the bound but also efficiently construct a worst-

case distribution. Other directions could consider costs apart from support functions, like

costs arising from a multi-stage process.
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Chapter 3

Distributionally Robust Max Flows

and Inventory Networks

In this chapter, we extend the primal-dual analysis of the previous chapter to a setting

in which not only the Frechet bound is computable (efficiently) but also the worst-case

distribution can be obtained.

We study a distributionally robust max flow problem under the marginal distribution

model, where the vector of arc capacities is random, with the marginals to the joint mul-

tivariate distribution being known, but the correlation being unknown. The goal is to

compute the expected value of the max flow under the worst-case joint distribution of arc

capacities. We provide a simple combinatorial proof that shows that for the case of finite-

supported marginal distributions, this worst-case expectation can be efficiently computed,

and moreover, the worst-case joint distribution can be explicitly constructed, despite being

non-trivial in the sense that it is not a combination of monotonic or anti-monotonic cou-

plings. Our technique is to use a related min-cost flow problem to generate a distribution

over cuts in the graph, which in turn induces the worst-case joint distribution. It also pro-

vides an alternative interpretation of the problem as a zero-sum game between a capacity

player and a cut player.

3.1 Introduction

Distributionally robust optimization is a vibrant research area concerned with computing

the expected performance under the worst-case probability distribution from an uncertainty
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family. By allowing for nature to choose from a family of distributions, the decision-maker

is "robust" against assuming a particular distribution which may be incorrect Esfahani and

Kuhn (2017). Surprisingly, such an approach also has optimization benefits, because for

some structures of the uncertainty family, the expectation is easier to compute under the

worst-case distribution.

We study one such structure in this paper, called the marginal distribution model. In

this model, there are multiple unknown parameters. The marginal distributions for these

parameters are given and assumed to be correct, but the correlation between them is un-

known. The uncertainty family consists of all joint parameter distributions which are con-

sistent with the given marginals. Such a formulation was first proposed in Weiss (1986), and

the desired expectation can be computed via strong duality results from convex analysis

Haneveld (1986); Natarajan et al. (2009b); Chen et al. (2018).

However, while the existing literature provides methods to find the objective value (the

expected performance under the worst-case joint distribution) through a long sequence of

duality results, methods to find the worst-case joint distribution itself are less developed. In

this paper, we study a specific problem under the marginal distribution model, namely the

max flow problem with unknown are capacities. For this problem, we show how to explicitly

construct the worst-case joint distribution. In the case of finite-supported marginals, this

distribution has a polynomially-sized support. In fact, there is an accompanying distribution

of cuts that can be described in O(INI) space; equivalently, a distribution of cut-sets that

can be described in 0(1AI) space. In doing so, we also provide a simple, combinatorial proof

of the aforementioned duality result for the max flow problem.

3.1.1 Literature Review

Our model is related to that studied in works on the correlation gap and price of correlation

Agrawal et al. (2010, 2012); ?. Given a function acting on a random vector specified up

to only its marginals, the correlation gap is the ratio between the expectation of the ran-

dom function with respect to an extremal joint distribution (consistent with the marginals)

and the expection of the random function with respect to the independent coupling of the

marginals. Using assumptions on the function like monotonicity, submodularity, and the

existence of a cost-sharing scheme, they are able to derive bounds on the correlation gap

for all possible marginal inputs. By contrast, in our problem we focus on the exact compu-
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tation of the expectation as well as the extremal distribution, instead of comparing against

performance on the independent coupling. Furthermore, in our problem, our function is the

value of the max-flow (equivalently, min-cut) problem as a function of the arc-capacities.

Consequently, our problem does not fall within the category of inputs that their bound

pertains to.

The earliest work related to ours is Weiss (1986), in which the problem of finding bounds

on expected max flow, among other classical combinatorial optimization problems like short-

est path, and network reliability is studied, and the marginal distribution model is intro-

duced. Given marginal arc capacity distributions, Weiss (1986) presents a convex program

that computes the worst (over all joint distributions consistent with the marginals) expected

max flow value, without knowledge of the worst-case joint distribution. But when it comes

to characterization of a worst-case joint distribution, their study requires computation of

an inefficiently-sized convex dual program. Indeed, merely formulating the constraints to

the program requires identification of all s-t cuts; counting the number of s-t cuts alone is

#P Hard Provan and Ball (1983).

The analysis presented in the subsequent study Haneveld (1986) closely mirrors our

approach as well, in that they also utilize convex duality, but their problem of interest

is in contrast the longest path problem, or the study of PERT network. They present a

primal-dual pair of problems and utilize jointly a pair of primal and dual optimal solutions

to compose a worst-case joint distribution. Unlike Weiss (1986), their primal and dual

problems are efficiently sized.

Our work presents a simple construction of the worst-case joint distribution for the

setting of max flow. In similar fashion to Haneveld (1986), our construction will be based

on the solution to an efficiently-sized convex dual program. In the case of finite-supported

marginal arc capacity distributions, this program is efficiently solvable, providing an exact

extremal joint distribution in poly-time. Furthermore, in our primal-dual pair of problems,

we recover the same convex program as in Weiss (1986) that provides the computation of

the worst-case expectation. Finally, our primal-dual formulation presents the intriguing

interpretation of a two-person zero-sum game between a player deciding on are capacities

and a player deciding on an s-t cut. We establish the connection between this game's mixed

Nash Equilibria and our distributionally robust max flow problem.
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3.1.2 Outline of Problem and Solution

Let G = (N, A) be a directed graph with a source and a sink. Each arc (i, j) E A has

a random capacity iij with a known marginal distribution Fi. For any realization u =

(uii)(i,j)A of arc capacities, let Z(u) denote the value of the max flow in G under arc

capacities u. Our distributionally robust max flow problem is to find a random vector u

whose distribution F solves

inf E6~F [Z(6), (3-1)
Erl

with IF denoting the set of all joint (multivariate) distributions consistent with the given

(univariate) marginals Fi for each arc (i,J) E A.

Pessimistic Bound. The first idea in our solution is to consider the following lower

bound on (3.1). Suppose that instead of sending the max flow Z(6) after seeing the realized

capacities ii, we had to pre-commit to a flow vector (equivalently, a capacity vector) w, and

then whenever the realized capacity fij was smaller than the flow wij we tried to send along

an arc (i, j), we had to pay a penalty equal to the difference. Note that if wij - uii > 0 for

two arcs along the same path in w, then we still have to pay both penalties. Therefore, (3.1)

is lower-bounded by the value of the following optimization problem:

sup {Z(w) - E n3ij Fij [max(wij - fi3 , 0)]. (3.2)
wER>o (ij)EA

Re-interpreting Nature's Decision as a Distribution over Cuts. The second idea

in our solution is to re-interpret nature's problem of choosing a joint capacity distribution

F in (3.1) as choosing a distribution over cuts in the graph. Indeed, for any F, there is a

corresponding distribution over (min) cuts whose cut capacities match the max flow Z(i)

on each realization ofii F. Suppose that in this distribution, arc (i, j) crosses the cut with

probability qij. If i ~ F is chosen optimally, then in each instance that arc (i, j) crosses

the cut (equiv. (i, j) is in the cut-set), tij must assume a value in its lower qij-th quantile.

Otherwise, if not, then nature can re-couple F to decrease the expected cut capacity value

while holding this distribution over cuts fixed. Therefore, nature's optimization problem is
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equivalent to finding a vector q = (qij)(ij)EA which solves

inf qjFi,- (p) dp, (3.3)
(i,j)EA

with A denoting the set of all vectors q in [0, ]A consistent with some random cut-set

Q c A satisfying Pr [(i, j) E Q) = qij V(i, j) e A

Solving Nature's Re-interpreted Problem using Min-cost Flow Duality. Fi-

nally, we show that nature's problem in (3.3) is exactly formulated and solved by the dual

of problem (3.2), which can be re-written as a min-cost flow problem. This leads to our

main result.

Theorem 3.1.1. The optimization problems in (3.1), (3.2), and (3.3) all have the same

value.

Theorem 3.1.1 is proven in Section 3.3. An algorithm to solve the case of finite-supported

marginals exactly and efficiently is presented in Section 3.4.1. We also interpret our main

result using a game between a capacity player and a cut player, in Section 3.5.

3.2 . Preliminaries and Notation

Let G = (N, A) be a directed graph with node set N and arc set A. N consists of at least

two nodes, where two are distinctly marked as the source s and the sink t. s has no arcs

entering it and t has no arcs leaving it. As well, let there be given a nonnegative random

variable Gij for each arc (i,j) E A, with distribution function Fi.

We will let u = (uij : (i, j) A) denote an arbitrary vector of are capacities, and let

ii denote a random vector of arc capacities. For any u E RA1,let X(u) denote the flow

polyhedron with capacities u, defined as the collection of flow vectors x = (xij : (i,j) c A)

which satisfy

ij= Xji, V i c N \ {s, t} (Flow Balance Constraint)

j:(ij)EA j:(j,i)EA

0 < xij < ni, V (i, j) E A. (Capacity Constraint)

That is, all nodes other than the source s and sink t must satisfy the constraint that the flow
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leaving it equals the flow entering it, and flows along all arcs are bound by their capacities.

Let X denote the collection of flow vectors that satisfy the Flow Balance Constraints. Let

v(x) = Ej:(s,j)EA Sj = j:(j,t)CA xjt denote the total flow sent from s to t by x.

For any vector of arc capacities u, let Z(u) denote the max flow possible under capacities

u, defined as maxxex(u) v(x). We are interested in computing a lower bound for E[Z(ii)],

which holds over all joint distributions for i that are consistent with the given marginals

{Fij : (i,j) E A}. Formally, a joint CDF F(u), defined over u E RA,isconsistentifit

satisfies

F ((Ui < c; ui < +oo V (i', j')(i,j))) Fij(c), V (i, j) c A, c R. (3.4)

We will let F denote the set of all joint CDF's F satisfying (3.4). Then our problem can be

expressed as computing

inf E6~,F[Z(5i)]. (3.5)
FET

We briefly recall and establish some probability notations here. Let the generalized

inverse of the (i, j)-th marginal be given by Fj 1 (p) := inf{q : Fi (q) > p} for p e [0, 1),

and let F7 (1) := inf{q : Fij(q) > 1}. Also, we will make use of the probability space

((0, 1], B, A), where B will denote the standard Borel sigma algebra on (0, 1] and A will

denote the Lebesgue measure on (0, 1].

We conclude this section by reviewing the fundamental duality relationship known as

max-flow min-cut. Recall that an s-t cut, written C = (S, T), is a partition of N into two

subsets S and T = N \ S such that s E S and t E T. The (s-t) cut-set of C is the set of arcs

{(U, v) A : u E S, v E T}. Put another way, a collection of arcs is a cut-set to some s-t cut

if it is a minimal (with respect to set inclusion) collection satisfying the property: there exists

no directed path from s to t upon removal of the arcs in this collection from the network.

Hence, cuts and cut-sets can serve as equivalent, alternative descriptions. Notationally, we

will write Xcut := {X E {0, }A : X is the characteristic vector to some s-t cut set}, and if

Q c A is a cut-set, then X E Xcut will denote the characteristic vector of Q. Finally,

A(Xcut) will denote the set of all (discrete) distributions H over Xcut, and for any random

vector ~ H e A(Xcut), we adopt the notation qij := Pr(Xij = 1), for any (i, j) E A.

Now observe that the total flow sent from s to t, when the flow variables are set to x,
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is given by v(x) = XTy for any X E Xcut. In addition, for any X E Xcut, we let UTX denote

the cut capacity for the s-t cut, or equivalently, the cut-set, corresponding to X. As it turns

out, these two concepts of total flow and cut capacity are tied by duality; informally, the

classic Max-flow Min-cut duality states that the maximum amount of flow that can be sent

from s to t is equivalent to the minimum cut capacity. This can be formalized:

Lemma 3.2.1 (Max-Flow Min-Cut). Let G = (N, A) be a digraph with source node s and

sink node t in N. For each arc (i, j) A, let uij be a nonnegative arc capacity for arc (i, ).

Z(u)=

maxv
x,v

v, i = S

s.t. X - xji 0, E N \{ } Vi N (MaxFlow)

j:(ij)EA j:(j,i)EA

- V, i -_t

0 < X<uj, (i,j) A

min uij - Xij, (MinCut)

where (i, j) cut-set

0 (i, j) cut-set

This classical theorem immediately pays dividends insofar as allowing us to shed the

optimization Z(fi) within the expectation for a term that appears tamer, albeit at the

expense of a slightly more complicated decision: a joint random capacity and cut-set vector

(ii I).

Corollary 3.2.2.

inf E6~,F[Z(6i)] =inf E(6,v)[Ti (3.5')
FeE (n,2):6~ E, ~HE (Xcut)

In particular, if (6, ) solves the right hand side, then 5 solves the left hand side, equiva-

lently. (3.5).
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3.3 A Simple Solution

We begin by examining a particular max-cost flow problem (w/ concave costs) that presents

a lower bound ".

Lemma 3.3.1.

max {Z(w) - Eua [max(wij - Gij,,0)]}mi E6F[Z(5)]
wR 0 (i,j)EA

Proof. Since,

Z(w) - Z(i) max(wij - aig, 0)

Difference in Max-Flow (ij)EA

(Vw, ii 0),

i to w expansion

the inequality follows.

The max-cost flow problem in Lemma 3.3.1 can be rewritten as

max (v(x)- 5Enmax{wi-Gi,0}]) =max(v(x)-E E5 [maxfxij-atgO0]
(x,W):xeX(w) xi)A(jE

which can be rewritten in the linear programming form

max
xERAxtsER

Xts- E[max(zij -ftg,0)]
(j)EA

xts,

subject to Xi3 - Xji =0

j:(i,j)EA j:(j,i)EA

-Xts,

S=s

i EN \ {s, t}

i t

xi 2 0, (i, j) e A,
(Flow Problem)

wherein we have added to the original graph an arc (t,s) with arc cost of 1 and unbounded

capacity.

In formulating the classical convex dual program (via "dualizing" the equality con-

In fact, as we'll see in Theorem 3.3.2, this is exact.
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straints), we arrive at the dual problem

min max Xts - -E [max( ij , 0)] + E ri zo( -ji +
7rERNERA,xts ER (ij)EA iEN j:(ij)EA j:(j,i)EA

(7rt - ?rs)Xts

= min max (1 + 7rt - lrs)xt + Smax ((7ri - rj )ij - E [max(ij - atg, 0)]
TrERN ( ts ER (ij) EA xijER))

We make the following observations. First, if 1 + 7rt - 7r, T 0, then Xts can be chosen such

that the inner maximization is unbounded. Second, for any (i, j) E A, the maximization

problem can be solved explicitly in closed-form as

7ri - 7r, > 1

7ri - 7r, < 0

0 < 7ri - 7rj <1.

This is because for any (i, j) E A, the function fij(xij) := E [max(xij - Gij, 0)] Vxij has

[limttxj Fig (t), Fij(xij)] as its set of subgradients at xij (See ?); hence, the optimality

condition is

7ri - 7 E lim Fij(t), Fi(xij),
It~xijI

so that it is optimal to set xij := F-1 (7r - 7r), when 0 < ri - r 1.

Hence, in the end, the dual problem can be written:

min 5Fij (p)dp
7r RN(ij) E A:i7ri>7rj

Trs - 7rt = 1
(Network Dual)

7ri - 7r 1 V(i', j) E A,

where the constraints are in place to avoid the aforementioned unbounded behavior.

We define Hfeas := {7 : 7r = 1, 7rt = 0, 7ri - 7rj 1 V(i, j) e A}. Note that,

without loss of generality, this is the feasible region to (Network Dual).
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We conclude that

max {Z(w) - > En, max(wij - iig, 0)= min E Fi(p)dp.
>0 (ij)eA (ij) EA:7ri>7rj

Based on this duality just established, we are now ready to construct a joint random

vector (ii, ) that is feasible to the RHS of (3.5'), in the following manner. Fix an optimal

solution r* to (Network Dual) and consider the following random experiment procedure.

Begin by drawing a random seed p uniformly from [0,1]. Then, each arc (i, j) is in the cut-

set (i.e. %ij = 1) if and only if Tr < p <r* (note that ij = 0 always if rj > rl). Finally,

the capacity sij of each arc (i, j) with ig= 1 takes on a value in its lower (7r ' 7r-)th

quantile, i.e. equals F (q) for some 0 < q <7r* - rj.

The correlated distribution over fii (resp. ij) implied by the random seed p [0, 1] is

in fact an optimal solution for problem (3.1) (resp. problem (3.3)) from Section 3.1.2. All

of this is made precise in the theorem below, which is the formal version of Theorem 3.1.1.

Theorem 3.3.2. Let 7r* solve (Network Dual), and let the random vector (ii, )be defined

on the probability space ((0, 1], B A)by

1; 7r* > 7r* ,p E [7r* ,7g

0; otherwise,

for all (i, j) E A, and if 7r > 7jr, define

F - p

ftij (P) := F' (7r* - -Fr + p); 0 < p < 7rj

F -,(p); 7r* p <1

otherwise iflr* < ,rw define %ij(-) := F'(.)

Then (ii, )solves (3.5) and hence ii solves (3.5). In particular, there exists a random

cutC= (S,T)with corresponding random cut-set Q such that = x Pr(i E S)=

r7 Vi c N, Pr(i E , eT)= Pr((i,j) E Q) = max(7r - 7r, 0) V(i, j) E A, and

fJo ')T FiT(p)dp yields the expected contribution of the arc (i,j) to the random cut capacity

value fT. Furthermore, o has as support a collection of cuts that are sink-side (resp.
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source-side) nested, in that for any two potential realizations ,'(resp. 5,'),either
Sct' or t D t' (resp. S C ' or S5 ; S'). It follows that

max {Z(w) - En E max(wij - Gij, 0)} min E6~F[Z(ii)]
wEA jE FEF

= min jTiA 7r >ir- F1(p)dp
7rErlfeas ( ,j) EA: 7ri >7rj 0

(3.6)

Proof. First, we verify that the discrete distribution of is indeed a member of A(Xcut).

Order the range of thelr* values as 0 = gr(0) < r(1) < ... <r(M) = 1, where M is the number

of distinct values. Then, for each k {0, 1,..., M - 1}, let Tk {i E N : 7ri < 7r(k)

and Sk := N \ Tk. Consequently, each Tk contains node t and Sk contains node s, so that

C (Sk, Tk) is an (s-t) cut with corresponding cut-set Ak {(i, j) A : i E Sk, j e Tk}-

It becomes clear then that j, as defined, is supported by this collection of cut-sets, with

X XAk w.p. 7(k+1) _ I(k) Vk E {0, 1, ... ,M - 1}.

Furthermore, as.T0 C T1 c ... c TM-i, and So D Si D ... D SM-1, the collection of (s-t)

cuts Ck is sink-side (or source-side) nested.

Second, verifying that ii has as distribution function one that is consistent with the

given marginals, i.e., lies in F, is trivial.

Finally, we establish optimality of (E, ). By the optimality of r7*,

E~,1 [Ti =F- 1 (p - 7rj*) - l[7r r* (p) dp =
(ij)EA:7r*>7r

7r* -7r*

F 1(p)dp = mine
(ij)EA:7r* >7r o 0rErfeas (i,j)EA:

Smax {Z(w) - En max(wij - Gij, 0)
w 0 (ij)EA

(ij) E: A:7r* >7r*

j 7ri-7rj

d

J F 1(p- 7rj)dp

F 1 (p)dp
7r > 7r

< min E6~,F[Z(6)]
FEF

(Lemma 3.3.1)

(Corollary 3.2.2)min E('ak) [fiT]

as desired.
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3.4 Algorithmic Procedure for ii

We present an efficient algorithmic procedure (based on Theorem 3.3.2) to find an exact

solution to (3.5) for arbitrary s-t networks with capacity marginal distributions that are

finite-supported. This same procedure can be adapted to create an efficient method for

finding (using careful discretization) an approximate solution to (3.5) in the case of arbitrary

marginal distributions.

3.4.1 General s-t Network and Finite-Supported Marginals

In this section, we focus on the case of finite-supported marginals. More formally, we let

arc capacities be 0 or take one of K possible positive values, sorted 0 = co < ci < ... < cK.

Each arc (i, J) has a randomly-initialized capacity given by a random variable Gij which has

CDF Fi, defined as Fij(c) = Pr[Gij < ck] for all k = 0,..., K (Fij(cK) is always 1), and

pmf fij =Pr[6it = ck] for all k =0,...,K.

In this case, we can formulate the dual (Network Dual) to (Flow Problem) as a linear

program in the following way. Noting that (Flow Problem) in this case is a max-cost flow

problem with piecewise-concave costs, we can perform the standard transformation Ahuja

et al. (1995) to a capacitated max-cost flow problem with linear arc costs by replacing each

arc (i, j) E A with K parallel arcs. More precisely, for any (i, j) E A, in place of arc (ij)

we now have K parallel arcs directed from i to j, where for any k E {1, 2, ... , K}, the k-th

parallel arc has profit equal to - E - fij (c7) = -Fif(ck1) and upper capacity equal to

ck - ck--. In addition, for the sake of analysis, we add the following arcs wherein it will

never be profitable to have nonzero flow:

• For any node i ( {s,t}, add an arc from i pointed to t, with cost = -1, capacity=

+Oo

" For any node i V {s, t}, add an arc from t pointed to i, with cost = 0, capacity = +oo
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The linear programming dual is

K

E E(Ck - ck_1) - A'
(ij)EA k=1

subject to + 7rt -7r, = 0

k-1

- E fi (c,) + 7ri - 7rj < Aj

7i - 7rt > 0; Vi E N \ {s,t}

7ri free i e N

Without loss of generality, we may impose the constraint that 7rt = 0 and 7r, = 1. A solution

(7r*, A*) will yield a r* that can be used to construct a solution as outlined in Theorem 3.3.2.
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min
ir,A

(Network Dual')
(i, j) E A, k =1, . ..- , K

7rt -7ri;> -1; ViEEN \ {s, t}

Af >0; (i, j) (E A, k = 1, ... ., K



Algorithm 1 CAPandCUT
Input: s-t Network G = (N, A), Distributions {Fi}(i,j)EA supported on co, ... ,cK}

Output: X C Xct, Px C [0, 1]l| list of probabilities, U c {Co,c, ... , CK A, pU [0, I]|UI

list of probabilities

X+- {}, Px - {},U- {},PU +- {}r* +- Solve (Network Dual'),

11<- SORT({r: iEN}), P-SORT({Fij (c) :(i, j)A,k= 1,.. ., K} U {7r i E N})

for k 1 .length() - 1 do

T -{i E N: 7r < H[k]}, S 4- N \ T;

x+- zeros(IA|);

for (i, j) E A do

ifiESandjETthen

x[(i,j)]<- 1;

end if

end for

X.insert(x), Px.insert(U[k + 1] - U[k]);

end for

forp= 1 : P.length() do

u <- zeros(|A|);

for (i, j) c A do

if 7r* < rj then

u[(i, J)] +- F (P[p]);

else if P[p] c [7r, 7r] then

u[(i,j)] <- Fj(P[p -

else if P[p] E (0, 7r) then

u[(i,j)] +- F j(P[p] +7ri -j

else if P[p] E [7r 1] then

u[(i,j)] <- F (Pp

end if

end for

U.insert(), Pu.insert(P[p + 1] - P[p]);

end for
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See Algorithm 1 for a procedure that efficiently finds and stores the discrete random

vector (6, 2) that solves (3.5') using the optimal solution to (Network Dual'). See Figure

3-1 for an illustration of the algorithm's construction of . Note that the joint distribution

over arc capacities implied is non-trivial in that it is not a combination of monotonic and

anti-monotonic couplings. Indeed, arc (s, 2) appears in the cut-set with probability 2/3,

and when it does (taking on a value in its bottom percentile), either arc (s, 1) must take

on a value in its bottom percentile, or arc (1, 2) must take on a value in its bottomn

percentile, but not both.

3.5 Capacity versus Cut: A Two-Person, Zero-Sum Game

In this section, we outline a non-cooperative game that is integrally connected to the prob-

lem of (3.5), in order that we may provide some contextual meaning to the pieces of equation

(3.6).

We consider two opposing players: the capacity player and the cut player. Given any

directed graph G = (N, A) and random variable collection {i }(ij)EA as above, the capacity

player chooses a nonnegative vector of arc capacities, and the cut player chooses an s-t cut-

set. More formally, the capacity player's strategy space is R -, while the cut player's

strategy space is Xct. The capacity player's utility U(, -) as a function ofR xXcutis

given by

U(w, X) := WTX- E [max(wij - fij, 0)]
(ij)EA

with the cut player's utility given by -U. Put another way, when the capacity player

chooses w and the cut player chooses x, the cut player pays the capacity player the cut

capacity WTX. In return, the capacity player, for each arc (i, j) E A, pays the cut player the

average amount that the capacity decision wij exceeded the random capacity vector %ti.

If the capacity player chooses first followed by the cut player, the resulting utility is:

max min U(w, X).
wEhR e Xcut

If, on the other hand, the cutplayer chooses first followed by the capacity player, the
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Figure 3-1: The first graph depicts the distributionally robust max flow instance. The

second graph depicts the optimal dual variables 7r*. The final three graphs depict the

distribution over cuts implied, where S consists of the green nodes, T consists of the red

nodes, and the cut-set consists of the blue arcs.
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Figure 3-2: Pure Nash Equilibrium does not exist

resulting utility is:

min max U(w. )
XEXcut wER>0

That these two quantities may not be equal, tells us that this game does not necessarily

contain a pure Nash Equilibrium. Indeed, consider the example in Figure 3-2. It can be

verified that for this input.

max min U(w, x)= max min(wi,w 12, W2t)-2/3 [(ui - 1) + (w12 - 1) + (w2t - 1)]= 1.
w>0 XEXcut wE[1,2]A

On the other hand,

min max U(w,x) = 2 - 2/3 = 4/3.
XEXcut w[Co,CK]A

Indeed, if the game were repeated under the stochastic fictitious play dynamic, the cut

player's long-run history of selected pure strategies would converge to playing each of the

3 possible s-t cuts with probability 1/3. However, if we allow randomization on the part of

the cut player, then we do in fact find that the order of play does not matter,

max min E [U(w, )] =1= min max E [U(w, )].
wE[co,cK ]A E A(Xcut) E A(Xcut ) WE[co,cK ]A

Thus, while a pure Nash equilibrium does not exist here, a mixed Nash Equilibrium does.

And this is true in general for this game.

Lemma 3.5.1 (Existence of Mixed Nash).

max min E [U(w, )]= min max E [U(w,i)], (Mixed Nash)
wERA eEA(Xcut) EA(Xcut) w e A
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Proof.

max min E [U(w, )]=max min E [U(w, )]
w E RA jRE A(Xcut ) WE RA GEA(Xcu)wE0A .4t)

= max min E [wT ] - E [max(wij - fig, 0)]
wERA 5 EA(Xcut) (ij)EA

inf max E [wT ] - E [max(wij - iij, 0)]
j EA(Xcut) wERA (ij)EA

= inf max E [wT]- E [max(wig- iij, 0)]
j EA(Xcut) wER>O (i, )EA

= min max E [U(w,5EA(Xcut) wER E

where the exchange of the "sup" and "inf' to obtain a dual problem is established using

a "partial saddle point" result (see Proposition 2.3- Remark 2.3 in Ekeland and Temam

(1999)). To conclude the proof, we must argue that the infimum in the dual problem is

attained, and this follows because maxwERA E [U(w, -)] is convex over A(Xcut), effectively

a convex, compact set. D

Definition 3.5.2.

max min E [U(w, )] (Capacity Player's Problem)
wER E A(Xcut)

min max E [U(w, )] (Cut Player's Problem)
:E A(XVcut )WER>O

Indeed, (3.5) really boils down to analyzing the conflict between the capacity and cut

player. We briefly illuminate this connection here.

3.5.1 The Capacity Player's Problem

Corollary 3.5.3.

max min U(w, X)= max Z(w)- EV 'l max(wjj-ftjj,0)
wERA xEXcut wERA A (.4

P f>0 (ij)hA

Proof. This immediately follows from Lemma 3.2. 1. El
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3.5.2 The Cut Player's Problem

Corollary 3.5.4.

min max E [U(w, )]= min Z I F (p)dp
jEA(Xcut) wERA   >EA(Xcut) )EA 0

= min E Fj1 (p)dp
7rEflfeas 0

Proof. Let EE A(Xcut) be given. Then

max E [U(w, )]= max wTX- E [max(wij - Gij, 0)]
w >E0Ro   wER 0  (ij)E A

5 max w qij - E [max(wij - iji, 0)]
(ij)EA '

- F j(qj) - qij - E [max(Fij1(qij) - aij, 0)
(ij)EA:qjj>0

E S JF- (p)dp,
(ij)EA:qij>0 0

where the equalities follow because it is optimal to set wij to be F- 1 (qij) when qij > 0,

and 0 otherwise. This establishes the first equality. The second equality then follows from

Lemma 3.5.1 and Corollary 3.5.3 D

We remark that given any 7r E lf, then the n E A(Xcut) defined via:

ij~p) 1; 7ri > 7Kj, p E [7rj, ri]

0; otherwise,

for all (i, j) E A, has as its support a sink-side nested (and source-side nested) collection of

cut-sets. In other words, there exists a bijection between feas and the collection of sink-side

nested (and source-side nested) cut-sets. Hence, in light of this, Corollary 3.5.4 indicates

that we (or equivalently, the cut player) do not lose optimality by restricting the search for

to those with such nested supports. In the case of finite supported marginals, this search

can be conducted efficiently with the help of a linear program- see Section 3.4.1. This is

crucially important for a tractable search for an extremal distribution. Indeed, how to solve
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the cut player's problem appears, at least at first glance, daunting, considering the pure

(much less, mixed) strategy space comprised of all s-t cut-sets is complex- the problem of

merely counting all s-t cuts is #P Hard (Provan and Ball (1983)).
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Chapter 4

Distributionally Robust

Omnichannel Stocking Decisions in

Quick Fulfillment Systems

This work is inspired by the daily operations of HEMA supermarket, which is a recently

established new retail model by Alibaba Group, China. In a HEMA supermarket store, a

single SKU may be presented with demand in the form of multiple channels. The challenge

facing HEMA is the question of how many units to stock in total between the warehouse and

the store-front in advance of uncertain demand that arises in several consecutive time frames,

each 30 minutes long. In this work, we provide the first distributionally robust optimiza-

tion study in the setting of omnichannel inventory management, wherein we are to make a

stocking decision robust to an adversary's choice of coupling of available (marginal) demand

distributions by channel and by time frame. The adversary's coupling decision amounts to

designing a random mathematical program with equilibrium constraints (MPEC). And we

provide both a structural analysis of the adversary's choice of couplingas well as an efficient

procedure to find this coupling. In general, the overall distributionally robust stocking

problem is non-concave. We provide sufficient conditions on the cost parameters under

which this problem becomes concave, and hence tractable. Finally, we conduct experiments

with HEMA's data. In these experiments, we compare and contrast the performance of our

distributionally robust solution with the performance of a naive Newsvendor-like solution

on various SKUs of varying sales volume and number of channels on a 5-hour time window
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from 2pm - 7pm on weekends. Numerical experiments show that the distributionally ro-

bust solutions generally outperform the stochastic Newsvendor-like solution. Furthermore,

and interestingly, in all of our experiments, the distributionally robust inventory decision

problems presented by the historical data provided by HEMA are in fact concave.

4.1 Introduction

This work is inspired by the daily operations of HEMA supermarket, which is a recently

established 'new retail' model by Alibaba Group, China (Najberg (2017)). In a Hema

supermarket store, a single SKU may be presented with demand in the form of multiple

channels. For example, for the grocery item crab, there may exist demand by way of

(offline) customers physically arriving at the store to select a crab, and there may also be

demand by way of (online) customers placing an online order for delivery. The number of

channels may even exceed two because both online and offline customers can be interested

in cooked-to-order variants.

Every HEMA supermarket store is composed of: 1) a warehouse inaccessible to in-

store customers; 2) a store-front for in-store customers to select and purchase presented

inventory. Both online and in-store orders must be placed using the mobile app in HEMA.

The fulfillment system, upon receiving these orders, decides how much demand by each

channel is to be fulfilled.

The challenge facing HEMA is the question of how many units to stock in total between

the warehouse and the store-front in advance of uncertain demand that arises in several

consecutive time frames, each 30 minutes long. The lengths of these time frames represent

Hema's business model goal to complete delivery of online orders within 30 minutes of their

placement.

In dealing with this challenge, we exploit available data on the historical demand by

channel and by time frame - this data provides estimation of the demand distributions.

More precisely, in this paper we discuss how to make a stocking decision that is robust to

the worst-case coupling of the demand distributions by channel and by time frame.

We adopt a distributionally robust optimization approach to the inventory management

problem of an SKU sold via multiple channels. Motivated by the availability of data in the

form of the aforementioned (marginal) demand distributions, we propose using as ambiguity
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set, the set of all couplings of these estimated demand distributions. We consider this to

be a natural choice of ambiguity set, as it addresses a key challenge that omnichannel retail

presents: uncertainty in this setting is composed of a combination of uncertain demands.

And while it is difficult to estimate a joint distribution, with the marginals on hand and

this ambiguity set they specify, we may guard against all possible joint distributions.

4.1.1 Related Literature

Omnichannel retail is a relatively new area in the Operations Management (OM) litera-

ture. Omnichannel retail, as indicated by Bell et al. (2014), offers novel research ques-

tions, in terms of large customer databases from Crate & Barrel, Bonobos.com and Warby-

Parker.com. We also refer the reader to the discussion paper by Chopra (2016) for a detailed

discussion of how to structure a supply chain for an omnichannel retailer. Bell et al. (2015)

further analyze empirically how offline showrooms affect customer migration in omnichannel

inventory mangement. Gallino et al. (2016) study the effects of the cross-channel function-

alities on the overall sales dispersion for omnichannel inventory management via analyzing a

proprietary data set from a furniture and housewares retailer. Rabinovich (2018) conducts

another empirical study on the economic value of price incentives in omnichannel retailing.

There are also game-theoretic studies that build stylized models to analyze various

aspects of omnichannel retail operations. Gao and Su (2016b) study how retailers can

deliver online and offline information to omnichannel consumers who strategically gather

information and buy products from the two channels. Gao and Su (2016a) study how buy-

online-and-pick-up-in-store (BOPS) option affects customer choice and store operations.

Jin et al. (2018) also study BOPS but compare it to reserve-online-pick-up-and-pay-in-store

(ROPS) and discuss different scenarios in which either mode is more profitable. Gao and

Su (2017) study how self-order technologies affect customer demand, employment levels,

and restaurant profits. Hu et al. (2018) compare BOPS, buy-online-ship-to-store (BOSS),

and buy-online-ship-from-store (BOFS) regarding store operations from an inventory per-

spective.

Another stream of the omnichannel retail literature focuses on the computational per-

spective. For example, Karp (2017) builds stochastic optimization models and applies ma-

chine learning and discrete optimization techniques to solve omnichannel fulfillment prob-

lems. DeValve et al. (2018) study the value of online retailing fulfillment with flexibility
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design, in the stochastic programming formulation. The work of Govindarajan et al. (2018)

proposes a heuristic for making joint inventory and fulfillment decisions in omnichannel re-

tail networks. Several papers, including the work of Harsha et al. (2016), Lei et al. (2018),

study how to build a tractable stochastic optimization model and corresponding algorithms

for integration of pricing and fulfillment planning in an omnichannel environment.

Our model is closest to the model studied by Govindarajan et al. (2018), in which they

construct a multi-period stochastic programming model for a zero-lead-time joint inventory

and fulfillment planning with multiple locations, and online orders fulfilled multiple times

in each period. However, all the previous approaches involving tractable optimization for-

mulations fall into the framework of stochastic optimization. The model we study in this

paper is in a distributionally robust optimization formulation. Moreover, in comparison

with the work of Govindarajan et al. (2018), in our model no replenishment is allowed

in the planning horizon and the fulfilment policy is fixed due to HEMA's quick operating

manner. Thus, our only decision variable is the starting inventory level of the fast-selling

product.

We end the literature review by mentioning some other related papers on (distribu-

tionally) robust optimization. Our approach is most related to the so-called "Marginal

Distribution Model" (MDM) studied by Natarajan et al. (2009b) and Chen et al. (2018).

In the MDM framework, the uncertainty set is a family of distributions specified up to

given marginals. Our model differs methodologically from the previous papers in that while

in the aforementioned works, the cost can be written as a linear program, we consider an

MDM model where the cost is a mathematical program with equilibrium constraints. One

may view the difference as arising from the fact that while in this work we address a cost

that arises from a sequence of multiple periods, the previous works focus on a single-period

optimization problem. There is a vast body of literature on (distributionally) robust opti-

mization model for multi-stage inventory planning, e.g., the work of Bertsimas and Thiele

(2006), Adida and Perakis (2006), Bertsimas et al. (2010b), Bertsimas and Vayanos (2015),

Xin et al. (2013), Klabjan et al. (2013). But none of them touches the problem of a cen-

tralized decision maker deciding omnichannel inventory levels.

4.1.2 Our Contributions

The contributions of this work are summarized as follows.
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" The first distributionally robust optimization study in the setting of omnichannel in-

ventory management is conducted.

" The first generalization of the MDM framework to a multi-stage problem is developed.

* Structural analysis of the worst-case coupling of the channel demands across periods,

given different cost structures is provided.

" Computational experiments via HEMA datasets validate the theoretical findings of

this work.

4.2 The Model

In this section, we formally introduce the model in its mathematical form. We discuss

how to formulate the omnichannel stocking decision problem as a distributionally robust

optimization problem where the uncertainty set is characterized by joint distributions with

all marginals as fixed.

4.2.1 Preliminaries

We recall here some probability theory concepts that will be used later. To start, given any

finite set S, let

P(S) :{p:2S - [0, 1]|p1-(S) = 1}.

Definition 4.2.1. Let {X}= 1 . ,be a collection of finite sets, with X = Xi x ... x

denoting their resulting product space. Let -y E P(S). Then for any i, define the "i-th

projection" Ili y EP(Xi) by:

Hiy(Ai) :=- 7(1 x ... x Xi_1 x A x x ... x X) for all measurable subsets A C Xi.

Definition 4.2.2. Let {Xi}i=1,...., be a collection of finite sets, with X = X1 x ... x

Xv,. Let {-y}_ 1 satisfy -y E P(X) for all i. Then a measure - E P(X) will be called a

"coupling" of {f }U_ 1 if Hi-y = -y for all i. Similarly, in probabilistic terms, any random

vector (X1 , . . . , X,) E X such that for all i, Xi has 7j as its probability law, will also be

referred to as a "coupling" of {f }-.
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Definition 4.2.3. Given a finite collection {J }U 1 of probability measures over the real

line, let

(Xi (t), .n ..,X(t)): (F_ I (t),. ... , F_,' (t)), Vt E (0, 1),

where for any probability measure p, F,(x) := p(y E (-oc,x]), and F,1 (t) := inf{x

F,(x) > t}, with F, 1(1) = +oo. Then we shall call the random vector (X1 ,... Xn) defined

over the probability space ((0, 1), B, A), the "co-monotone" coupling. A toy example, aimed

at helping the reader to understand the concept of co-monotone coupling for discrete random

variables, is presented in Appendix C.1.

Definition 4.2.4. Given a finite collection {f} _1 of probability measures over the real

line, let

(X1 (t), X2 (1 - 0)): (F-j1 (t), F-1 (1 -- 0t), Vt E (0, 1)

Then we shall call the random vector (X1 , X2) defined over the probability space ((0, 1), B, A),

the "anti-monotone" coupling. Note unlike the co-monotone coupling, the concept of anti-

monotone coupling is only defined for two random variables.

Finally, we define a concept that will prove useful for our analysis. The following are

taken from Simchi-levi et al. (2004).

Definition 4.2.5 (Submodularity). For any two points x = (Xi, x 2 , ... ,n) and x'

(XXi, ', ) in R", we consider the standard partial order (, wherein x ' «-->
xi < x' Vi) and lattice operations:

xV ':= (max{xi, x'}, max{x 2 , X', max{xn, Xz'})

x':= (min{xi, x'}, min{x2, X', -,min{X, X' }).

If a function f satisfies

f (x) + f (x') > f (x A x') + f (x V x')

for all x, x' E R', then f is submodular. A function f is supermodular if -f is submodular.

When restricted to R, submodularity has an equivalent notion called decreasing differ-

ences. Indeed, it is not difficult to observe that for n = 2, f being submodular is equivalent
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to the following: for all real numbers x < x' and y < y',

f(', y) - f (x, y) f(', y') - f(x, y')

If f : R2 -+ R satisfies the above, we say that it has decreasing differences. And naturally, we

say that f has increasing differences if -f has decreasing differences. Towards generalizing

this connection to n > 2, for any function f : R' -+ R and vector Jij E Rn2 (written

as zij= (zi,.. . ., i_1 zIi+1, ... I,±i,j+1.-. , X)), let us denote by f±, : R2 -+ R the

function in which f.g (zi,xz) = f (xi,... ,Xi1,Xi,Xi+1, . --,Xj-1, XjXj+1I, ... ,Xn)-

Theorem 4.2.6 (Submodularity and Decreasing Differences). A function f : R' - R is

submodular(supermodular) if and only if f, : R2 -+ R has decreasing(increasing) differ-

ences for any pair of distinct indices i, j E {1, 2, ... , n} and any vector zij E Rn- 2.

Note that this theorem informs that submodularity of a function f is equivalent to

submodularity of fjj in variables (xi, xj) for any pair of distinct indices i, j E {1,2, ... , n}

and any vector z ij E R` 2

4.2.2 Model Setup

We describe the mathematical model considered in this paper. We consider a multi-stage

MDM model of setting the optimal initial inventory order-up-to-level y > 0, for a single

item. The planning horizon has T time periods. For simplicity of notation (and without

loss of generality), we assume there are only two demand channels for this item, a.k.a., the

offline and online channel, where "offline" represents brick and mortar stores and "online"

represents demand from online/app orders that will be delivered with a fulfillment cost.

The majority of the paper follows this assumption, for clarity. We will specify when we

discuss the general case where the number of channels, C is greater than 2.

In each time period, t = 1, ... ,T, the unit back-order cost of any demand in each

channel is denoted as b I, bof f(both nonnegative), respectively. We assume the BOPS

policy is adopted so that there is no fulfillment cost for offline demands, yet a positive unit

fulfillment cost for online demands, so, (i.e., delivery costs). In the last period T, any unit

of the leftover inventory incurs a holding cost h > 0.

In the T periods, the channel demands follow the distributions b , Dt having discreteon' offt discrete

support{f0, 1, .. . In}(n isthe maximum value ofany possible realization of the demand).
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However, we do not assume these distributions are independent of each other, so any corre-

lation of the demand distributions is allowed across periods and channels. For convenience,

we useD:={Vt=1, ... ,T: n, off to denote the joint distribution of demands across

all periods and channels, and bt := (btabigf) to denote the channel demands in each

time period. We only assume the marginal distributions of hjtD t. fare known (estimated

from the real dataset) as vit, v'"f. The uncertainty set F is then defined as

F :{P ({,1, ... n}{" 'x : rWon)P = vfn, gr(tIoff)P = V f} ,

where P ({0, 1, ... , n}{'onoffIxt) denotes the family of probability measures defined on the

discrete supports across all periods and channels, and Ptn, Pt denotes its corresponding0n of f

marginal distributions for every period t.

The objective for the decision maker is to minimize the expectation of the cumulative

cost, FT(y, b), in response to the worst-case coupling within the MDM uncertainty set F.

More precisely, the objective is

minimize maximize Efl, FT(y,D)I, (4.1)
Y>O OErL

where

T ( T\
FT (y,b) :=f 1 (y,D 1l)-i-ft - Sx , b t)-F f b)+(f y - sum1 +h y - sum)

t=2 S=1 t=1

is composed of the fulfilment costs in each period, f 1, f 2 ,. fT, in addition to the leftover

holding cost incurred upon completion of the last period. For future reference, let us refer

to the inner maximization problem as an adversary's decision problem played in response

to an inventory decision y.

FT is to model the costs incurred by the fulfillment policy over the time horizon of T

periods. Because the horizon is discretized, we FT must necessarily be an approximation. As

such, we use as approximation the greedy fulfillment policy, i.e., always fulfill the demand

with higher cost first as long as there is remaining inventory (and after fulfilling all the

demand of one channel, fulfill the demand of the channel with next highest cost as much as

possible using the remaining inventory, and so on and so forth). Therefore, each period t's

fulfillment costs can be explicitly presented as an optimization problem:
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f t (b( , Diff)) minimize bt(D   zt)+ off- z-ff) + sb 0 Z
t zt _tO It Zff+8no

Atn, bf f)) on' off""suwn

subject to 0< zt <

0 < it < _t
- off- of f

and we will use the notation SIUm to denote the optimal solution to the optimization problem

in the definition of ft

Remark 4.2.7. It is trivial to note that the function ft in fact admits a more compact,

closed-form expression of the arguments 9 and bt. However, in sections to follow, the

structure of the min-cost flow formulation presented above will be highlighted for purposes

of analysis. Further, by using this network formulation, we are making the assumption

that the supermarket can make a fulfillment decision for period t with perfect knowledge

of the demand by all channels that materialize in period t, i.e., hi nand b . Indeed,

this is only an approximation of reality, as customers do not all show up at the same time

instant within a period. But with smaller time windows (like the 30 minute windows that

Hema supermarkets face), this approximation should perform better. And so it is in the

same spirit as the study in Karaesmen and van Ryzin (2004) that we pursue this direction

as a cost approximation that offers "the advantage of being computationally efficient, yet

capable of capturing the essential substitution costs [as]...a reasonable trade-off between

realism and tractability".

4.3 Analysis of Adversary's Problem

In this section, we provide basic analytical insights into the adversary's coupling decision.

We will begin by establishing some negative results; more precisely, we show that a variety

of "natural" plans for couplings are in fact sub-optimal. Then, we will establish a structural

result shared by all optimal couplings.

As previously remarked, towards analyzing the adversary's inner maximization problem,

we will begin by rewriting the integrand FT (y, f) in Equation 4.1 as a finite sum of max-cost

flow problems. To start, observe that
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ft (,(Di, D' )) =- bDDHn + b D (, (D , ))

in which

Pt(y,(Dn,fDf)) := minimize
z zt t z moni' Off, SUrn

b (-z ) + boff (-zo)n. s

subject to 0 <zt< Dt

0 z Dtoff- off

Thus, written in another way,

T

F T (y, fb) =p(y, f))+ -y E-1 bt + h
t=2

We can make further reductions by making an amendment to . Indeed, let

-g q, (Dtn Dtff)) := minimize
on off 1sum

subject to

0 z< Dt-off - off

and notice that Eg, equivalently denotes the optimal solution to this optimization problem

as well.

Then

T T

FT(y,D) = -g'(y, 1 )- g9~y- 4 ~B¾ t)H-h S~H-b+ hy + f(bDDn).
t=2 t=1

Hence, the problem of study is

T

minimize maximize Ef,[g (y,b) - g'( - j-,Dt)1H +
y>O GE[ t=2)

T

hy(+ b E [Dt] H btgE [Dff]
t=1
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For analysis, we will consider the equivalent problem:

maximize minimize Ef 0 g(y ) b ±) + gy- sm s )1y>o 6er t=2

- hy b E (bE[Dt ] + bg E [D])
t=1

The advantage of this representation is that the integrand can now be understood as a

sum of max-cost flow problems; more precisely,

gt (, (D , Dtf) ):=maximize (bt-- s )(zi)+bif(zf) + h(zfum)
on off 0offn(ot)+ tf(zf) umun

subject to 0 <z nD. (4.2)

0 < z < D'~off- off

O~sum 0 oZff

4.3.1 Adversary's Problem

Throughout this section, we let y > 0 be fixed, and we consider how the adversary will

respond to the decision y with a coupling 0. Considering the structure in (*) above, the

Adversary's Problem amounts to:

T

qT(y) :minimize Ef   g+ (Adversary)
Ft=2

We now show that the Adversary's optimal choice of coupling is not entirely straight-

forward. In essence, the adversary is designing a collection of mathematical programs with

equilibrium constraints: each one a sequence of max-cost flow problems in which the optimal

solution to one max-cost flow problem realizes as part of a constraint in the next max-cost

flow problem in the sequence.

For better clarification, a two-stage (T = 2) example is presented in Appendix C.2 to

help the reader understand how to compute qT(y).

4.3.2 Co-Monotone Coupling by Adversary Can be Sub-Optimal

We now comment on howa seemingly natural first attempt at a coupling may not necessarily

be optimal. Co-monotone coupling suggests that to cause the greatest expected cost to the
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Figure 4-1: The integrand in the Adversary's Problem can be interpreted as a mathematical

Program with Equilibrium Constraints. or more precisely, a sequence of Max-cost flow

problems that is solved in stages.

inventory manager, the adversary should in some sense have all the uncertain demands

(across channel and across time period) materialize at their highest possible values in joint

fashion. Consider the following two-stage (T = 2) example.

Leth =n

2

w.p.1/2 b5 0 w.p.1/2 .0
off = ,D 2  , -2 =0 .

w%..1/2 5 w.p. 1/2

t y =3 1, b' -100, bo - so = 10. We may let b  be arbitrary, asD2
-s =1 o n 7of ariray off

is zero anyway.

Under the co-monotone coupling (c.f. Definition 4.2.3),

f).+ g2/ ; f) 2321
E g(yb)+g + y- sum, ) = 1/2 [1 + 2(10)] + 1/2 [3(100)] = 2
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However, the anti-monotone coupling (c.f. Definition 4.2.4) does better, yielding

E 0 g1 (y, D 1 ) + g2 ( y um, 2 - 1/2 [3(100)] + 1/2 [2(1) + 1(10)]- 312
ObevththneeD   isonzero

Observe that whenever D is nonzero (i.e., 5), the cost from the first stage is always

comprised solely of flow along the offline channel because bi > bl - s' . In other words,

>0hasa censoring" effecton . So deciding on how to couple D andD' in

the above comes down to deciding which realization of D1 appears when it is "uncensored."

Because bin - s, < b- s , we would like to make sure that when D1. is uncensored, it

can in turn censor the D 2 demand. This explains why having Dln = 2 whenD = 0is
on off =0i

effective.

And so observe that if bin -sin = bl 2-sb, then co-monotone coupling becomes optimal.

This type of corrected case will be discussed in further detail in Theorem 4.5.1, wherein we

show that co-monotone coupling can in fact become optimal. Briefly, the illustration above

shows an instance of co-monotone sub-optimality because we deal with a cost structure in

which there exists a second-stage cost larger than a first-stage cost. The extent of the co-

monotone coupling's sub-optimality can in fact be quite "severe", as we will see in sections

to follow that it may even present the absolute least-optimal coupling that the adversary

could choose.

4.3.3 Analytical Insight into Adversary's Optimal Coupling: Identifying

Submodularity

Proposition 4.3.1. In (4.2), with part of an optimal solution to the linear program,

y- Ky- +Dof)]

s=1 .+

Proof. Recall that bon - sn, bt > 0. Because of this, it is clear that it is optimal to set

ztum = min(b, + Df fy). The result follows.

Proposition 4.3.2. For any t > 2,
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is submodular in the variables ( 1(b + b 0 ff ), b , b

Proof. Consider in Figure 4-1 the directed subgraph involving nodes sourcet and sinkt that

represents the computation of gt. For shorthand, let us write y := y - Zum, andletus

refer to the arcs by their capacities. Then, since arcs b' and btf are in parallel, gt is

submodular in variables (bn, off) - See Murota (2003). On the other hand, since arcs

y and Di are in series, gt is supermodular in (p, bi). Similarly, gt is supermodular in

(bD ff). However, by Proposition 4.3.1, is (weakly) decreasing in E2DS + Dsf).

This point, along with Theorem 4.2.6, tells us that the supermodularity statements in fact

imply submodularity in ( -(D + D f), b) and submodularity in(ZES (Dn +

Df f), Do). By Simchi-Levi et al. (2014), the pairwise submodularity of the collection of

variables( E- (bon + bff), b n D ), establishes the desired result. E

Establishing submodularity is significant in that we can use a standard result from

Optimal Transport to find that

Corollary 4.3.3. Given bD 7 r"'

minimize E [gt[y- b-1]+, bt, bf
(Eer(7r-,m,nDt )u f

is solved by the monotone coupling.

As a result of Proposition 4.3.2, the result immediately follows from a standard result

in Optimal Transport - See Chen et al. (2018) for example.

4.3.4 Extension for Arbitrary Number of Channels

We point out the results presented in this section can be extended to the scenario where

C, the number of channels is greater than two. In this setting. instead of using on and

off as the label of channels, we use c = 1,.. ., C to index each channel. In particular, in

period t, the demand of all channels are denoted as D', ... , Dt. And for simplicity, since

we are only discussing the Adversary's Problem in this section, we use the notation I) to

denote the "backlog cost" (absorbing all costs together) for each channel in period t. In the

two-channel setting, this notation reduces toIt b and b b - s. Andwerecalloff 07? 7 2 o 7 0

the definition Dt (Di, Dt, . . .D ), D' (Dt', D'. . . . , D ). Next, we can generalize the

definition of gt as follows.
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C

gt(9, Dt) maximize b z' + h(ztum)
ZI... Zt Z A
z. C. sum c=1

subject to 0 <zt< D,V c = 1, ... ,C (4.3)

C

-szum = c-zY§
c=1

Then we have the results in Section 4.3.3 still hold. In particular, Proposition 4.3.1 now

says
[ t C~

. s=1 c=1 - +

Proposition 4.3.2 states g(y-zt1, ht) is submodular in the variables (t- 1 iE I be ..... , b).

Corollary 4.3.3 becomes saying

minimize E g [y -bt ]+, bt
OEF(7rsumD,..D) )1

is solved by the monotone coupling. The proofs follow in the same manner as in Section

4.3.3 so omitted.

4.4 Solving the Adversary's Problem Computationally

In contrast to the previous section's focus on analytical insights, this section highlights an

efficient computational approach to solving the Adversary's Problem. Since we only consider

discrete demand distributions throughout this work, we let pt to denote the marginal

probability that in period t the demand of channel c equals i' {0,1,...n}, i.e., P[D'C

4.4.1 The Linear Programming Reformulation

The key is to observe that the problem (Adversary) can be decomposed into a sequence of

smaller, nested problems, or stages, wherein each stage a smaller coupling is decided upon.
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In the setting of two channels,

min E1i g(y bin b +)] ) + min E-2 9b2 y- i_ , bi2, b2f +
yyFD,, 2

EF(Dim,D 
2
,Df) L)L

min
3

EF(D~um,D o Off)

min
TEF(b fDoTn f

E 3 [g3( [y bum

E 19 gSU- i-

Don, bOff)] +... +

,- on, off)

Then the Adversary's Problem with two channels can be written as the following linear

program:

minimize
su (1:t) sum (1:t)
k k. (I.m)

n n T 2n(t-1) n n

(Y,,i+ StS 7 :t-1),t

O= j=0 t=2 k=O 1=0 m=0

7ri Pon
j0

n

7ri pioff=
i=0

Vi E [0 n]

VjE [0, n1,1

7rij = sun (1:1)

i,j:i+j=k

Vk E [0, 2n] Z

2n(t-1) n

7r Ss t)- Pon,i Vt E [2, T] ,Vl [0,n]
k=0 m=0

2n(t-1) n
sum(1:t-1)t P ffm Vt E [2, T]Z , Vm E [0, n],

k=0 1=0
n n7

(4.7)

(4.8)

(4.9)

(4.10)

(4.11)

(4.12)

7r surn -1),t sum(1:t-1) Vt E [2, T] ,Vk E [0, 2n(t - 1)]
1=0 m=0

(4.13)

sur (l:t-1),t sum(1:t)

h,ij: hh,+j k

Vt C [2, T - 1]Z , Vk E [0, 2nt]Z

(4.14)

In the above formulation, for all ij E[0, n]z we let optimization variables

7ij := [')n= i 0, Mf f = I)
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i.e., the probability that online demand equals i and offline demand equals j in the first

period. Moreover, for all t [2, T]: k [0, 2n(t - 1)]z, 1, m E [0, n]z we let optimization

variables
t-1

7sum(1:t-1),t off- b b
~kl,m) [ on +off) = , on of

s=1

i.e., the probability that the online demand equals I and the offline demand equals m in

period t, and the summation of all past demands equals k. Also, for all t E [1, T] : k E [0, 2nt]

we define optimization variables

t~
SUM(1:t): S Df) k

kr P := E (bon + bs77 k
S=1 of

as the probability that the summation of demands in periods 1,.. ., t equals k. Then, con-

straints defined by (4.8), (4.9), (4.11) and (4.12) state the demand marginals are matched;

constraints defined by (4.10), (4.13) and (4.14) state the distribution of the summation of

demands (7rsum(1:t)) is matched with the corresponding summation of 7,7rsum(1:t1)tk k, (1,rm)

We now discuss formulating the linear program in the setting where the number of

channels is greater than two. Recall we use C to denote the number of channels. We

further introduce the notation I = [ii, 2 ,--iC {0, 1, ... , n}° to help us write the

formulation in a compact form. Again we can decomposed into multiple stages wherein

each stage a coupling is decided upon. So we have the following formulation:
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T Cn(t-1)

minimize 5 g(y,1) -71 +~ gt ([y - k],1). sum(1:t-1),t
sum (1:t) su (1:t) >0 E +1 :

k k,J - IE{0,1,...,n}C t=2 k=0 IE{0,1,..,n}

subject to rI = pi V c E [1, C]z, Vi E [0, n] (4.15)

I2 ic~i

71 = 7um(1:1) Vk E [0, Cn]g (4.16)
I:Ec1 ic=k

Cn(t-1)

7 SUM(1:t-1)t i Vt E [2, T] ,Vc E [1, C]Z Vi [0, n]
k=0 I:ic=i

(4.17)

Ssum(1:t-1)t 7r Sum(:t-1) Vt E [2, T]Z Vk [0, Cn(t - 1)]z
JE{O,1,..,n}

(4.18)

um(1:t-1),t sum(1:t) Vt E [2, T -1] , Vk E [0, Cnt],
hI: h+Ei ic=k

(4.19)

After presenting the LP formulation, we examine its size: the number of optimization

variables and constriants.

" Number of variables. The number of 7rI is simply (n + I)C. The number of

7r sum(1:t) for a fixed t is Cnt +1. Summing t up we get the total number of7rumI is

CnT2 + (Cn + 1) T. The number of 7UM(:t-1),t for a fixed t is (n + 1)c - C(n + 1)t.

Summing t up we get the total number of 7rm(l:tl)tis (n + 1)c+1 C2+T . Hence.

summing all numbers up we get the total number of variables is O(nc+1T 2 ) when

n > 2.

" Number of constraints. Summing up the number of constraints defined by (4.15),

(4.16), (4.17), (4.18) and ((4.19)), we get the total number of constraints equals C(n+

1) + (Cn+ 1) + (T - 1)C(n1 + 1)+ZT C 1) + 1) + ZT- (Cnt +1) = O(CnT2 ).

So we observe the number of variables increases exponentially fast as C grows. However,

in real applications, C is always fixed as a small integer, since it denotes the number of

channels. When C is fixed, the LP formulation is polynomial-sized, which indicates the

Adversary's Problem can be solved in polynomial time.
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Remark 4.4.1. In the LP formulations above, we may also change the "minimize" to "max-

imize" so that we may obtain an optimistic (instead of adversarial, worst-case) response to

the inventory decision y.

4.4.2 The Dual Regularized Problem

In this subsection, we discuss by using entropy regularization, the LP formulation presented

in Section 4.4.1 can be written in an unconstrained convex optimization form. To do so, we

first simplify the notations by denoting 7 (1t1),tas 1 asim(1:t) asr, gt([y - k]+, I)
a t I1 ydntn heda aibe

as gj 1.We also denote 7r, as 7r% 'and g'(y, I) as g 1. Then bydenotingthedualvariables

for the constraints (4.15), (4.16), (4.17), (4.18), (4.19) as ,, at, /3, , we construct

the entropy-regularized Lagrangian dual function as follows: (7 > 0 is a small constant)

T Cn(t-1) T(

(7r, ~~t t,# ):=g1r, +
t=1 k=0 I t=1

T C n (

t-1C=1 i=0 :ic=i

T-1 Cnt

t=2 k=H bhI:h+ ic=k

Hence, by setting OL= 0, we obtain

7n(t-1)

5l log 7r + 7r I log 7r,
k=0I

T Cn(t-1)

t=1 k=0 I

C

9gJ + 7(log k,I + 1) -5cc,ic3- 5 = 0.
c=1 h:h+F ic<Cnt

So for all I = [i1 , 2 , ... ,iC], we define, V t E [1, T]z: k E [0, Cn(t - 1)]

exp 9k,11 + C=1 ci t + h:h+ ic<Cnt Th

By setting= 0, we obtain
k

71(log TrF + 1) + A + -) = 0.
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We also define

7(a, ,):=exp k - 1 ,V t E [1, T]z : k E [0, Cn(t - 1)]z. (4.23)

Then we know

min £(7r, a, ,y) = £(ir(a, , y), a,/, ). (4.24)

Furthermore, from (4.21) and (4.23), we know computing min, (7r, a, 3,')is equivalent to

solving the unconstrained convex optimization problem

T Cn(t-1) T C n

minTF(a,3, ) : = (i~a/<)ZIa/<)+ZZjp,a,. (4.25)
t=1 k=0 t=1 c=1 i=0

The above discussion shows the LP formulation presented in Section 4.4.1 can be solved

approximately via first-order methods in the dual regularized form. Algorithm 2 gives a

detailed implementation of the first-order method based on performing descent steps on

dual variables a, 0, 7.

Remark 4.4.2. It is an established result that adding an entropy term helps solve the linear

program approximately via first-order methods. For more details, we refer to Allen-Zhu

and Orecchia (2018) and Lin et al. (2019).
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Algorithm 2 A first-order method for solving the dual regularized problem (4.25).

Input: tolerance e, learning rateT, {p, Vt E [1,T]ZV c E [1, C] Vi E

[0, n]7},r jr", Maxlter.

Initialization: rPre" rinit ; a - 0;73 - 0; <- 0;

for t = 1 ... , Maxter do

VtE[1, T]z , V c E [1, C]z, V2i E [0, n] E , a -1ag - T (EI:ii(7rt,,)prev_ pt.

V t E [1, T]z   V k E [0, Cn(t - 1)]z, O < 3 -

T - 1(: I t -) ZI(7t,I)prev (t )prev

V t E [2 T - 1]z  : V k E [0, Cn(t - 1)]z, 7k 7 -

T(ZhI:h+-c k 7hI)prev _ (7,tprev).

7rcur -7(a,

if ||7rprev _ cur < c then
Break;

end if
,prev 7cur

end for
Return 7cur.
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4.4.3 qT(.) Can be Not Quasi-Concave

60 -

--- min LP
- max LP
-- myopic

40-

20

0-

0

-20

10 20 30 4050

V

Figure 4-2: The plot of q2 (y) when b - s'= b -S2 1, b b = 9,h 3,0 on on 0 off boff=9h

Di, U({, 10), Dgg ~U({1, 3, 5}),D ~U({0, 10}),Do ~ U({ 1, 3,15}).

As we can see from Figure 4-2, qT(.) (the blue curve) is not necessarily even quasi-concave

(we use U(D) to denote discrete uniform distribution on support D). So maximizing qT(.)

(for the decision maker) may be expensive in general. But as we will see in the sections to

follow, a proposed heuristic (also see the green curve in Figure 4-2 - it is close to qT(.); the

formal definition of this heuristic is stated in Section 4.5.1) performs well in practice. And

under some assumptions the heuristic is provably optimal. Also in Figure 4-2, the red curve

denotes the solution of the "maximizing" LP (Remark 4.4.1), which incurs costs uniformly

higher than the "minimizing" LP.

4.5 Algorithms for the Decision Maker's Problem

In this section we discuss algorithms for solving (4.1), i.e., the Decision Maker's Problem.

Since qT(.) is generally not quasi-concave (as shown in Figure 4-2), we first discuss a my-

opic heuristic for optimizing (4.1). We also give sufficient conditions for when the myopic

heuristic is actually optimal and qT(.) is concave. We then discuss when qT(.) is concave,

how to use a polynomial time algorithm based on LP to solve (4.1). Finally, we briefly

mention the procedure of approximately computing the optimal solution of (4.1) when qT

is in its general (nonconcave) shape.
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4.5.1 A Myopic Heuristic

Recall that following equation (4.4), we find that

qT(y) min Ei g l, )1+. . . + min Ee tg y- b ] , bt1+(b1...) L C YtEF(bt_ 4 ....) L L /

T ,~(T 1fT'...f)T +g(~ ~] b)

Inspired by Corollary 4.3.3, we propose the following greedy heuristic for the Adversary's

Problem based on the co-monotone coupling (c.f. Definition 4.2.3).

1. Solve

min E_ 1 g (y,.l

with the monotone coupling.

2. For t = 2, ... T: take the distribution for bl induced from the (t - 1)-stage and

solve

min[t t( [Ybi bt)

with the monotone coupling.

3. Return the coupling (- 1 . . . , IT)

Let 5 denote the coupling computed via the Myopic Heuristic, and observe that 5 is inde-

pendent of y. We define the notation 4T (y) = E I gl(y f1) + ETa y-

Since for each i, g is concave in y for any realization of demand, 4T is clearly concave. We

next discuss when qT(y) can be computed using 0, for all y. Indeed, observe that while in

the example presented in 4.3.2, the myopic heuristic can fail, under some assumptions on

the cost parameters, it proves correct.

Theorem 4.5.1. Suppose min bt> max bt+1,(min(b; - s;, off) max(b 1
-

c=1,...,C C=1 ... ,c

son+1 ,bt) when C = 2) for all t = 1,..., T - 1. Then the objective function qT (y) can be

correctly computed for arbitrary y via the Myopic Heuristic, and furthermore is concave.

Proof. Proof. Recalling the sequence of max-cost flow problems that form the integrand,

under the hypothesis, the sequence is equivalent to a sifigle max-cost flow problem - see

Figure 4-3. This equivalent network has all the demands across channel and time as the
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capacities to a collection of parallel arcs. and y is the capacity to an arc. Thus, not only

is the integrand concave in y, but also the parallel-arc structure means the integrand is

submodular in the arc capacities given by the demands (See Murota (2003)). Therefore.

the correct coupling is monotone coupling across all demands by channel and time. E D

sourcel sink1

of f

<D~

b - s

__ __ __ __ __ _ h
source sourcet sinkt sink - sink'

bff
b tOff5

b T _ T

-7 on

sourceT T sinkT

off

DT

Figure 4-3: Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.5.1, Figure 4-1 becomes equivalent to this

network.

Theorem 4.5.1 gives a sufficient condition where qT(y) = qT(y) for all y. The condition

can be understood to mean that all back-order penalties uniformly decrease over time, i.e.,

the cost of failing to meet demand is higher uniformly over all the channels the earlier in

the day, or time horizon. Next we introduce an algorithm for solving Problem (4.1) when

gT is concave.
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4.5.2 Solving (4.1) When qT(.) is Concave or Using T(.)

In this subsection, we only discuss how to solve (4.1) when qT(.) is concave since solving

(4.1) using 4T(.) can be conducted in the same way with qT (.) replaced with qT(-). The

following lemma says qT(.) and 4T(.) are Lipschitz continuous over the interval [0, CnT].

Lemma 4.5.2. The function qT(-) (T ())is Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constant

given by
T

L :=( max I4) +(T-1)h
t=1 c=1,...,C

Proof. Proof. By inspection of the optimization formulation in (4.3), for any realization

of demand b, an increase in y can result in an increase in gt (Y - t) byatmost

max I)4+ h, for all t. Finally, as can be seen in the definition of qT, there is the -hy term
c=1, ..., cC

to account for. F D

We can optimize qT() over the continuous interval [0, CnT] within arbitrary precision.

Given a precision e > 0, we perform the golden section search algorithm. In each iteration,

the interval shrinks by a factor of where # : 5. The moment the size of the

interval is smaller than e/L, by Lemma 4.5.2, we are guaranteed to be e-optimal. The

number of iterations is bounded above by log(/L- _).

We can also optimize qT(.) over the integer interval [0, CnT]z- We perform the golden

section search algorithm. In each iteration, the interval shrinks by a factor of ". The

moment the size of the interval is smaller than 1, we check to see if our last evaluation

was performed at an integer point yiast. If it is integer, then we have found the optimal

y; if not, then we check which of [ylst] and Lyzst] provides the smaller evaluation. The

number of iterations is bounded above by the constant log(1 - ). Hence, since every

evaluation of the value qT(y) (for any y) requires solving the LP defined in Section 4.4.1,

the previous reasoning indicates (4.1) can be solved in polynomial time, when qT is concave.

The details of this golden section search-based algorithm is given by Algorithm 3 (we use

Ij andItodenotetheleftand right endpoints of the interval I ; we also use the notation

I[ - Ii).

Remark 4.5.3. Recall from Section 4.4.1 the size of the LP is O((nC+1 + Cn)T2 ) (the

computational complexity is even higher than this order in general). but the number of

operations needed for running Myopic Heuristic is only O(CnT). This indicates the Myopic
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Algorithm 3 The golden section search-based algorithm

Input: T, {I4,V t E [1, T]Z, V c c [1, C]Z}. The function evaluation oracle qT().
i -- 0; Io +- [0, CnT];
while fhIl 1> 1 do

if qT (Il + 0I) < qT(I[ - #Ij1) then i+1 +- [I +#, If];

elseIi+1 [I- -If - #];
end if
i<- i+1;

end while
return argmin qT(y);

ye{W-11I FIT]}1

Heuristic typically gives much faster solutions than the LP-based algorithm.

4.5.3 Solving (4.1) When qT(-) is Not Concave

Finally, if qT is non-concave, and say we do not want to use Myopic Heursitic solutions,

we can still solve the problem approximately (with not too much computational burden).

The main reason is the Decision Maker's Problem studied throughout this work is only to

decide a scalar, i.e., the starting stock level. This means we can use the grid search over

[0, CnT]. For example, we can let M, a positive integer, as the number of grid points. Then

we can evaluate qT(0), qT(CnT/M), qT(2CnT/IM)....qT(CnT) and set y* to be the one

out of the M values that maximizes qT(.).

4.6 Computational Results

In this section, we present computational results using Hema's real dataset. The goal of the

computaional experiment is to compare the Alibaba-practice stochastic decisions with our

proposed distributionally robust solutions via real datasets. In designing the experiments,

we use the Hema dataset that comprises of weekend sales data during June-Aug 2018, at

Hema Supermarket, Jinqiao, Shanghai, China. We use the data in June, July as training

data, i.e., to calculate the stock level decisions. We compare the costs of the stock levels

obtained from different algorithms on the August dataset.

The experiment is conducted using the data during 2pm-7pm, a replenshiment cycle

of Hema's quick fulfillment systems. We solve a two-channel (C = 2), ten-stage (T = 10)

problem, so each stage corresponds exactly to a 30-min fulfillment period. We select 30
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SKUs for the simulation, where 10 of them are of low-volume (n. < 10), 10 of them are of

medium-volume (10 < n < 20), the rest 10 of them are of high-volume (n > 20).

4.6.1 Heuristics for Comparison

Two heuristics are introduced for comparison.

Newsvendor Heuristic

According to the Alibaba practice, the costs are assumed to be time-homogenous, i.e.,

V = bc for all c = 1, . . . , C, t = 1, ... ,T. Note even in this time-homogenous solving

(4.1) is still challenging, since for example q 2 (-) can still has a non quasi-concave shape (c.f.

Figure 4-2). Currently, the Alibaba/Hema practice for making the starting stock decision for

omnichannel SKUs is via a stochastic solution, obtained via a Newsvendor-like heuristic.

The heuristic can be simply described as:

1. Treat demands across channels independent.

2. For c = 1,... ,C: compute y* := inf{FDc(y) > bc/(bc + h)}, where FDc(.) is the

cumultaive distribution function of D, total demand of channel c. This says y* is the

bc/(b + h)th quantile of the distribution of Dc.

3. Return the starting stock decisiony* = yC*.

Separate Myopic Heuristic

For comparison, we introduce another heuristic that computes a coupling for the Adversary's

Problem, called Separate Myopic Heuristic. In this heuristic, we view the channels

separately; in other words, the stage costs involved in the Adversary's problem change from

the form in (4.3) to the following:

gt(#c,Dt) := maximize btz-

subject to 0< D (4.26)

0- ,

which yields a simplified problem with separable form - more precisely,
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C

max min E g (y
yiyc2OOEF c=1

C

= max min E g
y1,..,yc oo E C=1 L

C

= Smax min
c=1 yc20cEr(D ,...,D[)

T C

C, Dt) + g c- Dt
t=2 c=1 . =1 .+

T t-1

'(yc, Dt) + g D
t=2 - 1=1 .

T ~t 1

E ge(yc, Dt) + g 9tyc - ED' , D .

t=2 . 1=1 - + _

Proposition 4.6.1. For any channel c, and prescribed inventory level ye

T ^ t-1 ~

g!(yc, D') + g yc - D D
t=2 . =1 -+

is submodular in (D',..., D T). Hence, in the problem

T t-1

max min E gc(ye, D + g ye - D D
yc OOcEF(DI,...,DT) D =2 ([ =1 - D+ )1

the inner minimization problem is always solved by the monotone coupling; further. the

outer problem. is a concave optimization problem in ye.

Proof. Proof. Observe that g'(yc, D) g+ 2 ([e-- t1 D] D)= b - (yc A D1) +

T b. (y - i AD). Hence, in order to show submodularity in (D1, ... , DT),

it suffices to show that the function f(a, b) = a A b is supermodular in (a,b). To see

this, consider that if a < a', then the function min(a', ,) - min(o,) as a function of # is

nondecreasing. Hence, if b < b', we find that min(a', b) - min(a, b) < min(a', b') - min(a, b'),

which establishes increasing differences and hence supermodularity by Theorem 4.2.6. The

fact that the monotone coupling is optimal now follows - see Chen et al. (2018). As for

the concavity in y, observe that the integrand is specifically piecewise linear concave in y.

D D

Thus, the Separate Myopic Heuristic is to perform the following steps:
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min LP
max LP

60 myopic
separate myopic
newsvendor

40 -

0
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0
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Y

Figure 4-4: Costs of different algorithms on the training set for a specific SKU (curves of

"min LP" and "myopic" overlap).

1. For each c = 1,... ,C, solve the concave optimization problem

T ~ t-1 ~

max min E ge(ye + D , D ,
ycOOcEl(D ,...,DT) [c .. ( =1 , -+ 1

where the inner problem is solved via the monotone coupling. For example, we can

use a golden section search-based algorithm to do this efficiently. Let y* denote the

optimal solution.

2. Let y*:= c1 y be the inventory decision.

Intuitively speaking, this heuristic is less conservative than Myopic Heuristic since it ig-

nores the coupling between channels but only doing the monotone coupling for each channel

separately.
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4.6.2 Managerial Insights Gained from the Experiment over the Training

Dataset

Before we dive into the simulation results for all SKUs on the test dataset, we first stare

at the costs over the training dataset (c.f. Figure 4-4) to have some ideas of the solutions

produced by the different algorithms. From the plot, we actually have such a relationship:

YmaxLP Y news Ysep myopic Ymyopic Ymin LP,

where Ymax LP, Ynews, Ysep myopic, Ymyopic, Ymin LP denote the optimal stock decision computed

via the LP with "max" objective for the adversary, the Newsvendor Heuristic, the Separate

Myopic Heuristic, the Myopic Heuristic, and the LP with "min" objective for the adversary

("min" is the default selection), respectively. In fact, this relationship holds generally true

during our experiments, saying YmaxLP typically gives the most optimistic solution (it has

the smallest value), while ymyopic and Ymin LP typically gives the most conservative solution

(they have the largest value). Then, Ysep myopic typically gives a solution that is between

Ynews and myopic, since it is a less "robust" heuristic but not purely thinking independently

as the Newsvendor Heuristic.

Another finding worths pointing out is, the interval [Ymax LP, Ymin LP) typically contains

Ynews, Ysep myopic, myopic, since this interval should contain the optimal stocking decisions

for all the couplings the adversary might choose. That is to say, this interval is generally

robust enough, and any stock decision outside this interval is unlikely to be optimal for any

coupling that the adversary might choose.

Finally, we observe qT(y) is actually concave as shown by the plot. And we have

Ymyopic Ymin LP as predicted by Theorem 4.5.1 even though we are not having the con-

dition min(btn - st, bf f) > max(bit+ - sit+, bt) for all t = 1,..., T - 1 satisfied. In

fact, it is interesting to report here during our experiments for the 30 SKUs, the shape of

qT(y),surprisingly, is always concave and we have ymyopic Ymin LP. This suggests actually

the condition in Theorem 4.5.1 is too strong (more of a theoretical flavor) and the Myopic

Heuristic is very effective according to the reality.
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4.6.3 Comparison of Ynews, ysep myopic, ymyopic over the Test Dataset

In this subsection, we report the average costs (over 8 weekends in August 2018) on the test

dataset of Ynews, Ysep myopic, Ymyopic, denoted by cost(ynews), cost(ysep myopic), cost(ymyopic).

We report the ratios cost(ymyopic)/cost(ynews) and cost(ysep myopic)/cost(ynews) in % in Table

4.1. We find ymyopic incurs lowest costs for low-volume and medium-volume SKUs while

Ynews does the best for high-volume SKUs. Regarding the all 30 SKUs, the total average

cost incurred by ymyopic is less than a half of the cost incurred by the Ynews. This suggests by

shifting the Newsvendor Heuristic to Myopic Heuristic might lead to about a 50% reduction

ofthe inventory costs.

low-volume medium-volume high-volume total

cost(ymyopic)/cost(ynews) 52.11% 39.97% 115.36% 49.41%
cost(Ysep myopic)/cost(ynews) 98.01% 62.97% 104.56% 94.94%W

Table 4.1: Average costs of news, Ysep myopic, ymyopic on the test dataset.

For plots that shows the average costs of each SKU separately, we refer to Appendix

C.3. To close the subsection, we remark that from the experiments we indeed find ymvopic

(remember, ymin LP) results in a more robust solution. This can be directly seen from

Figure 4-5, which plots the costs of all the 240 trial runs (each point denotes the cost on

one day for one SKU) on the test dataset. From the plot, we see ymyopic is less likely to

have more extreme costs than Ysep myopic and Ynews. The maximum average cost incurred by

ymyopic is 76.8, while the maximum average cost incurred by Ysep myopic and Ynews are 284.39

and 342.0.

Remark 4.6.2. One might argue that the reason why Ymyopic is more favorable is that the

holding cost h, is much less than the backlogging costs. Admittedly, this is true for the

parameter set that Alibaba/Hema provides to us.

4.7 Concluding Remarks

We have provided a model regarding the optimal stocking decisions in quick fulfillment

systems. We identify the minmax formulation and point out the Adversary's Problem can

be solved via, a linear programming formulation. However, we provide analysis that the

Decision Maker's Problem is generally not concave(aspecialcasewhenitisconcave,isalso
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Figure 4-5: Scatter plot of the costs of all trials over the testdaset.

given). A ultimyopic heuristic is thus proposed. Using Hema's data, we compare different

types of heuristics and we find the solutions computed via our proposed heuristic is indeed

more robust since the demand coupling across channels and periods is considered.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion and Future Directions

In this thesis, we have studied Distributionally Robust Optimization problems in which

the marginal distributions to a random vector have been provided and we wish to make

decisions or analyze the worst-case behavior of a cost function that is robust to all consistent

joint distributions. The main chapters explore the various ways in which the structure to

the cost function can play an integral role in the "solvability" of the robust problem. We

investigated the general theory of linear and discrete optimization with marginal information

in Chapter 2. Namely, we establish computational complexity, a primal-dual framework,

and sufficiency conditions for efficient computation. Moving on to Chapter 3., we remain

in the linear optimization setting, but now ask whether we can efficiently find the worst-

case joint distribution. We find that this is possible in the setting of Max Flow, whereby

network structure can be exploited. Finally, in Chapter 4's work on omni-channel retailing

with Alibaba's HEMA stores, we move to a setting in which the cost is now given by a

mathematical program with equilibrium constraints that subsumes the linear optimization

costs of previous chapters.

All of the chapters in this thesis share the goal of considering robustness to the family

of joint distributions consistent with given marginals. So their studies are highly related to

the field of Optimal Transport, which amounts to infinite-dimensional linear programming.

But a recurring theme throughout is the exploitation of combinatorial structure to solve the

robust problems. And sometimes this meant being able to formulate a finite-dimensional

linear program. Indeed, we highlight the intimate relationship that polytope representation,

supermodularity, and network structure can play a part in solving our robust problems.
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We believe future directions of study that could be very interesting include exploring the

deeper connections with the Price of Correlations analysis presented in Agrawal et al. (2012);

namely, what might be the connection, if any, to the cost-sharing schemes from cooperative

game theory that were used to bound the Price of Correlation? We have already seen

some connections to game theory but by way of non-cooperative games. For instance, the

primal-dual theory we presented in Chapter 2 is based on a Lagrangian object and hence

can naturally be viewed as describing a two-person zero-sum non-cooperative game. And

recall the particular game between a capacity player and a cut play in Chapter 3.

Another direction is to explore the role of L convex polytopes in this setting. We

saw its position in Chapter 2 as presenting a loss function that makes the robust problem

tractable, and we also saw how this family of polytopes naturally arises in scheduling and

network problems. If considering linear optimization, we saw in Chapter 2 that we can

always identify the monotone coupling as a worst-case distribution. But what about more

complex loss functions over such a polytope? Indeed, we find such a setup in 2.5.3, in which

we find that the monotone coupling no longer presents the worst-case. In ongoing work

that is not part of this thesis, we are studying how we may find the worst-case distribution

in such settings with the L convex polytope.

Finally, as for more applications-oriented directions, we could consider sort of the reverse

problem. Suppose we have a joint distribution in mind that we would like to compute an

expectation with. Can we design a collection of marginals so that the given joint distribution

is among the worst-case couplings? Mishra et al. (2014) showed recently that the family

of generalized extreme value models can indeed be obtained in this manner. This direction

is interesting because any distribution that can be obtained in this manner would possibly

allow us to compute expectations with respect to it with an optimization problem that is

efficiently solvable.
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Appendix A

Appendix to Chapter 2

A.1 Section 2.2 Proofs

A.1.1 Proof of Theorem 2.2.1

Proof. Assume that each ei is a random variable taking values in the set {-1,1} where

-= 1 with probability pi and -1 with probability 1 - pi. Given a realization of the vector

c, we associate with it the set S = {i E [n] : ci = 1} and Sc = {i E [n] : ci = -1}. The

corresponding objective function of the linear program is given as:

Z(S)=-max xi-Zxi:Ax b}.
icS iGSC

Given the input probabilities pi,...,pn E [0, 1] and a H-polytope, MDM is formulated as:

max E psmax { xi- xi:Ax b

sg[n] ics i~sc)

s.t. E Ps = p, Vi E [n],
sc[n):Sai (A.1)

Ps 1,
SC[n]

Ps > 0, VS [],
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where the decision variables are the probabilities of the scenarios denoted by pS for S C [n].

The dual of this linear program is given as:

min yo + AyM
iE[n] 

( .2

s.t. Yo+ y >max xi - x :Ax<b, VSC[n].
iES i€S i€Sc

The separation problem for the dual linear program is as follows: Given a set of values

yo,yi, . ,Yn, verify if:

Yo + yi ;> max x - Exi : Ax < b VS C [n], (Separation)
iES iGS iCSC )

else find a violated inequality. Given the equivalence of separation and optimization, it

suffices to show that the separation problem is NP-hard. Towards this end, let yj = 0 for

all i E [n]. Then the separation problem is to verify that

Yo>max {Zx-Zxj:Axz b VSC[n],
icS ieSc

which is equivalent to

yo > max max x2 -5xi,
x:Ax<b Scjn] i ?ESC

= max |X|zi.
x:Ax<b

The right hand side corresponds to a 1-norm maximization over polytopes which is known to

be NP-hard (see Mangasarian and Shiau (1986)), implying that the problem of computing

Z* is NP-hard. E

A.2 Section 2.3 Proofs

We note that the collection of Borel probability measures that comprise P(R) are necessarily

Radon measures. And the topological dual to the set of bounded, continuous functions

Cb(R) is precisely the space of Radon measures normed by total variation. Hence, per this

duality relation, there is a weak-* topology on the space of Radon measures. In the sequel,
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we will be referring to this topology whenever there is mention of a weak-* topological

notion or concept. With this, the set F(p,..., p,) is verifiably weak-* compact because it

can be written as:

vi,., ) :={EE P (X1 x . .. x X,) :Ili-y = vi, Vi En]},
n n

{7 EP(X 1 X ... X X) :J fidy = fidvi fi E Cb(R), Vi E [n]}.

A.2.1 Proof of Theorem 2.3.4

Proof. We establish the equalities in order, justifying the "max" notations along the way.

Equality (t):

"sup" to "max": Regarding the first equality, the left hand side max will follow shortly, when an optimal

solution * will be constructed. On the right hand side, each of the inner max problems

indexed by i are attained because of Theorem 2.3.2. To see that the outer max is

attained, note that P(X) is weak-* compact, as X is a compact metric space. Next,

observe that the mapping v >1max 2 Er(trIe ) E(Eax)~ [aixi] is concave and weak-

*upper semi-continuous for all i. This follows because if for arbitrary i, we let:

F (Vi) :- ,dyi, VV'i E Co(i0 )

then by the (inf) Fenchel-conjugacy operation and Theorem 2.3.2, we have:

max E() ixi, vi C P(X),
F* (vi) : = -yiE (ttii)

-o0C, otherwise,

revealing that the mapping Iiv -4 maxwer(pi,niv) E(x,)~ 1 [aixi] is indeed concave

and weak-* upper semi-continuous. As a result, v a maxEpr(prWv) E(Ex.)~Y[aixi]

is concave and weak-* upper semi-continuous for all i, as desired.

Establishing "=": We establish the first equality now. Let 0 E . . . , p). Then, taking any

measurable selection x* s.t. x*(c) E argmaxxcXEicixi Vc, define v := x*#0 and
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'yi := ((Proj)i, x )#O E F(pi, Hiv) to find:

E3~o[max 23ii] =i x* (a)dO,

XJixX

< max max
VEP(X) TiEF(pW,Ulv)

n

where Proji() :=. Hence, max E ,o[maxEaixi] < max max E(s, 2 Ia[i].
OeF(i,...,p   EX CF(pi,Hiv)

What remains is to show tightness by showing the reverse inequality. Let 0 E P(X), be

optimal to the right hand side, with i E F( p i, Hi) solving the i-th transport probem

in the right hand side. Towards this end, we make use of the following consequence

of the Disintegration theorem Ambrosio et al. (2008).

Lemma A.2.1. Let X be a compact subset of R. Let be a Borel probability measure

defined on the product set R x X, and with UX : R x X - X being the projection

function, suppose v = U X# .

Then there exists a family of probability measures on R, indexed by members x in X,

denoted by {p}xEX, such that

-B x E ) = JE J d pxdv = E px( B) du~yBx)=JEJB JE di

We will refer to this "disintegration" of the measure with -y p ,x v as shorthand.

By Lemma A.2.1, there exists a collection of measures {p'}iExY , where yT' is a

distribution over R for each xi E Xi, so that 7i = pf' 9 UiP. Then,

max max E(aX)~mex2 ZJ exd> = 2 x2 (p iH)
VE'P(X) NFPlM

>i[aii (d 2 )j Hp2(dxi)

Jxi y(di) 1(dx)

ixi d(px' (3...- ( pn" ) i(dx).
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n
In order to relate this last integral to max Esso[max eixi], let us rewrite it

as an integral with respect to a measure y, defined in the following way.

n(E x {x}) (0*)x(E) - P(x) for any Borel measurable set E, x E X,

with (0*)x := (p 0. .. pIt4). In other words,

2ixi d(6*x jO (dx) = ixi d?(2, x).

And notice when we project the measure T onto R" to obtain a measure, call it

0* e P(R"),

0*(E) J(0*)x(E) di(x) for any Borel measurable set E,

then for arbitrary i and Borel set B C R,

0*(Ri-1 x B- x Rn) =G (pl (9 .4.. 9 p") (R.-1 x Bi x R-i) di(x)

= p/4 (B) dP(x) = Jf (Bi) d Ip(xi)

Y(Bi x Xi) = pi (B ),

which means 0* C (p1,...p).Therefore,

max max E= x( 2dxi4 d(pll . .p (dx) < max Es o[
U'P(X) JE[Jp\,J v jEF(pi,

(A.3)

as desired. Further, this establishes 0* as an optimal solution.

For a more explicit construction of 0* that could possibly provide more intuition, we

refer the reader to Remark A.2.2. In probabilistic terms, (*)x provides a joint conditional

probability distribution(21,.. . , ,while ailI, ~ pi . Further, under this joint conditional

distribution, for all i, the ei are independent, conditioned on x = (x1 , . . . , x,) E X- in fact,

for each i, ei is independent of all xj for j i, conditioned on xi.

Equalities (Primal) and (Dual): To establish the remaining equalities, let us note

that for an arbitrary i, since 2i. x i <i -maxxiEx, xi, for all i and xi, and since all marginal
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probability measures pw are assumed to have finite mean, applying Theorem 2.3.2 yields:

max E(a,x)~Y [jx] =inf Jidpi + Oidiv,

= Ji4idHiv + maz {fzxj - @i(xi)}dyi.
(M )Xi RJ J

Hence,

max E3~o[Z(a)] = max max E(E xi)~y aizi],
vEP(X) YEr(pi,iv)

= max inf Jidfliv + maxxi{xi - i(i)}dyi,
vEP(X) (0i):Xi-+R J I

(Theorem 2.3.2)

= max inf idHiv + Imaxi{ 6zi - Oi(xi)}dyt,
vEP(X) {X:Xi-+R}}UJ

inf sup ZJ4 dlj1v + marxi {ixi - i (xi)}dp,
{@i:X-iR} =1 vEP(X) J

where the last equality is established using a "partial saddle point" result (see Proposition

2.3- Remark 2.3 in Ekeland and Temam (1999)). To conclude the proof, we must argue

that the infimum in the dual problem is attained, and this follows because L(-, .) is "upper

closed concave-convex" and hence is necessarily the Lagrangian of a convex program (see

Theorem 36.5 in Rockafellar (1997)), whose dual program has a feasible solution in the

relative interior (Slater's Condition / dual "strong consistency"), so that the infimum is

indeed attained (see Corollary 30.5.2 in Rockafellar (1997)). E

Remark A.2.2 (Explicit Construction). Following the outline of the proof of Theorem 2.3.4,

we provide here for the reader a more explicit construction of the optimal distribution

0* E F(pi,..., p,) for the problem max E3~OZ(). Letting i E P(X) be an optimal
Oer~pi,..,n

solution to the right hand side of the inequality, we will construct a measure 6* of the

following (disintegrated) form:

wEX

where (0*)x = (p 1 0 ... 0/4",). With 0*of this form, what remains is todefine the measures
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pi for all i and xi E Xi. Define for all i and xi E Xi,

Ii, :=-- {ci E R : Li,, < ci ! Ri,x,},

where Li,x, :=F,-j(li#((-oo, xi - e) and Ri,, := F1(riP((-oo, xi]). Further, to capture

the (possible) discontinuous jumps in F,, at Li,i2 and Ri,x,, define the following nonnegative

quantities:

J F,« (Li,x2 ) - fli(-oo, xi - ei],

0,(

JY := ip(-oo, xi] - lim F, (ci)
Z'Xi ciTRi,xi

Fth (Li,x) < HiP(-oo, zi],

otherwise,

Define the measure as follows:

1. If Li, , = Ri,xi, then define the desired measure px' for x s.t. liP(x) > 0, by

2. Else when Li,x, < Ri,x, define the desired measure px', for xi s.t. Hi(xi) > 0, by:

J'x - .it 6 B + pi (B n (Li,i, R )) X + J ]Ri.x, EB
y x(B) =< 1, VB C B

One can verify that this is indeed a probability measure, with li,xi as support, as:

J, + JR + pi_((Li,,i Hi(oo, xi] - Ulip(-oo, xi - ei]
PP (Ii,2,) = 'x Usi ip(zi) Hiip(zi) =1.

3. We can define pi, for xz : iI(xi) = 0 arbitrarily.

One can verify that this definition satisfies the marginal constraint:

i* = Hi E(p 0 .. p,) - ) = p'.x)=
1e .(X rex -PW =/-i

Vi,

so that O* indeed is an admissible joint distribution, i.e.,6*El(pi,. .. ,pn). The intuition
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comes from Lemma 2.3.3, which tells us that an optimal coupling of the random variables

ei ~ pi and Ji ~ UiJ can be obtained if we "match up" quantiles. Thus, the above simply

proposes that we concentrate ei on the interval 'ii, given knowledge that the random

variable z ~ F has a realization x with i-th component equal to xi. A

A.2.2 Proof of Theorem 2.3.11

Proof. Suppose pi, . . . p, are absolutely continuous, F is a primal optimal solution. Let 0*

be constructed as in the proof of Theorem 2.3.4. By tightness of (A.3), we find

I (Qizi (**)x(d) = Z( ) (0*)x(d) Vz : O(x) > 0.

This tells us that for x that has postive v, probability mass, x argmazxcTX, (0*)x-

almost surely. Consequently, this motivates the definition of a measurable mapping x*(-)

R- + X that maps every c E x 1 supp(pi) to a maximizing solution:

For all i, x*(ci) = - Icsuppp

zicnsupp(v)

with xz(ci) defined to be an arbitrary constant when ci U suppp<) supp(pi)-
zXi cH isupp(7)

to guarantee measurability.

Regarding ci that could possibly lie in more than one support, by Lemma 2.3.3, for any

i, the supports {supp(px') zixG are intervals, with pairwise disjoint interiors that cover

the support of pi. Hence, the points of intersection to these intervals form a set of pi-

zero measure. With the well-definedness and measurability issues aside, it can be verified

that, given any x E supp(P), x*(c) = x E argmazExc'T, (0*)x- almost surely;further,

Voi E Xi, Vi E [n]

X x:x rJr

Finally, we show that with this definition of x* equation (2.9) holds not just for the

specific primal optimal solution C but for all primal optimal solutions. Begin by observing

that x* has the separable form x*(c) = (x*(ci), . . . , x* (c,)) for all c E R'. Further, observe

that, for all i, the action of x over U supp(pxQ) (= supp(pi)) is determined by
xiEnisupp(v)
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the corresponding marginal HiP to the primal optimal solution f. Since Corollary 2.3.10

reveals that these marginals are unique, for any other possible primal optimal solution r,

the resulting collection of z[ functions would have the exact same action over supp(p). D

Remark A.2.3 (On Primal Optimal Solutions and Persistency). Consider now when pi,..., pn

are not absolutely continuous but in fact finite-supported measures. For a first example,

consider n = 1, i = 10, and X = {0,1}. Then any distribution over X can solve (2.8).

Let us consider one in particular in P defined by P(O) = 0(1) = 1/2. Then it is clear that

no solution mapping (i.e., a measurable selection of xOPT) x* exists such that

P3~O* (X*() = 0) = (0), Peo* (x*() = 1) = 0(1).

However, if we were to consider P = 1 0, then there does exist such a mapping x*, defined

by x* -- 0.

This might lead one to ask, in the case of pi, .. p, that are not absolutely continu-

ous, will there always exist a primal optimal 0 such that a measurable selection of xOPT,

call it x*, of form x*(c) = (x*(ci),...,x*(c,)) can be defined to yield the "persistence

value" statements? The following example indicates that the answer is no. Consider n =

2, X = {(0, 1), (1, 0)},

1 w.p.1/4
1.5 w.p.1/5

C1 2 w.p.1/4 , 2 =

2.5 w.p.4/5
3 w.p. 1/2

Then the unique optimal P to (2.8) is i = 1/2. 11(0,1) + 1/2 - 1(1,0). By inspection,

or alternatively by Remark A.2.2, we find that the unique 0* is given by: (21, 2 )

(1, 2.5) w.p.1/4

(2, 2.5) w.p.1/4

(3,1.5) w.p.1/5

(3, 2.5) w7.p.3/10

Any solution mapping x* maps all (ci, c 2 ) ci < c2 to (0, 1) and all (clc2) : ci > c2 to (1, 0),

with arbitrary decision for the case of c= c2 . So an example solution mapping x* would

(0,1);(c, c2)&E{(1, 2.5), (2, 2.5)}
involve: x*(ci, c 2 ) = , so that x*#* = 0. But, x* is

(1, 0); (ci, c2) E {(3, 1.5), (3,2.5)}
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not of the form x*(c) = (x*(ci),.. . ,z*(cn)). A

A.3 Section 2.4 Proofs

A.3.1 Proof of Theorem 2.4.6

Proof. Let G (V, A), d V x V -+ Z U {+oc} (satisfying the triangle inequality) and

l}1i C Z U {-O}, {uI} c Z U U{+cI} be given as in the above for the characterization

of X. Define u maxi ui and 1 mini li. We claim that

xi - xj diV(i,j )E A

[Xi E {t,...,u} => t - dig - 1}] V(i, j) E A, Vt e [l, u] n Z.

The "only if' direction is clear. The "if' direction is also clear, as given an (i,j) E A,

Xi E {£i,...,U} =-=> z {l,...,zXi - dig - 1}, by hypothesis. Hence, x ;> xi - dig, as

desired.

Using indicator functions, we can view the equivalence just as well in the form:

U t-dig -1
zi - zy dij V(i, J) E A <-- < o~ o~ 1 IV(i, J) E A, Vt E [1, u] n Z

s=t s=l

Additionally, since xi _ yi , we have found an extended form of the kind in

Theorem 2.4.3, with

a t-dig -1
P:={yE R: Yi,2 = 1 Vi, s+ Eys 1 V(i,j) E At= ,+1.. U

-[lg ,uilz S=t s=J

where we have set B= {1, ... ,7} x [l, u]z, with v and I efficiently identifiable. Further,

using this form, the projections Xi can be identified efficiently using linear progrmaming,

and Bi (i) can be identified with the singleton {(i, i)}.

What remains is to show that P is an integral polytope. The basis of the following

line of argument is described succintly in Mhring et al. (2001), and we take the steps to

elaborate on it here for the sake of completeness. Towards this end, we will construct an

undirected graph C = (V, A) for analysis. For each i V and t {l,. . . , u}, there is a node

zi,t. For every (i, j) E A and t E f{1, .. , }, draw an edge between node xi,t and each of the
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nodes xj,,, for 1 < s < t - dig - 1. Also, for each i V, draw edges to make the collection

of nodes {Xi,s}se[lnz a clique. This completes the construction of the undirected graph.

Next, we will assign an orientation to the edges to show that this graph has a transitive

orientation. To do this, for (i,j) E A, let the edge between nodes xi,t and x,t, (where

t' < t-dig -1) be drawn from i,t towards xj,ti. Let the edges among the clique {xi,s}sE[l,nnz

be drawn from xi,s towards xi,t if and only if s > t. Now, we verify the transitivity. Observe

that by the triangle inequality of d, for (i, j), (j, k) E A,

(xi't -+ Xj,t'] A (xjt -* xk,tn] [ [ t -- dig - 1] A [t" t' - djk - 1]

-->t" <t - dik - 2 < t - dik - 1 --- > xi,t -+ xkX,tu

where u - 7 denotes the existence of a directed edge from node u towards node v in the

oriented graph. Further, for (ij) E A,

xi,t - xi,ti A xi,t, -> xjg,n -=> t' t A t"l t'-dij-1 === t"l t-dij-1 -- => xi,t -> xj,tu,.

This suffices to conclude that the orientation exhibits transitivity in this directed graph,

making G a comparable graph. Then, by Mirsky's theorem, is a perfect graph. By an

established result, perfectness yields that the 0/1 stable set polytope for 0 is characterized

by the following collection of facet-defining inequalities: {z ERG : E EK Z< 1}, where

K c V is some maximal clique in . Observe that for arbitrary (i, j) E A and t c { .... u)

the collection of nodes {xi,s}u"_ U {xj, } forms precisely a maximal clique- further, it

is clear that all maximal cliques of 0 are of this form. Hence, we can view P as a face of the

stable set polytope of C, concluding it is integral (as the stable set polytope is integral), as

desired. E

Remark A.3.1 (Inexact Projections Xi). In the dual formulation of Theorem 2.3.4, for any

i the potential function Oi is defined on Xi. In practice, we may not be able to identify X

precisely. What if the best we have is an approximation in the form of a superset X' ;2 Xj?
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This actually does not cause complications, as it remains true that

min sup dniv + maxxj{ ixj - @b(xj }d pj
f i:X-iaR}Th  vEP(X)

min sup 40dHv+ fmaxx1 {2&xj - 0j(zj)}dyt.
{@,:X/R}& vp(X)

This follows because the potential functions 4i in both formulations above may be assumed

to be convex as a result of Remark 2.3.7; further, if x' V Xj, then liv(x') = 0 for all

v E P(X). More precisely, extending the definition of Vi from Xi to X/ - in a manner that

preserves convexity - can only result in increasing Vf (if any change at all) pointwise. And

with Vi/(x') .Hiv(x') = 0, for any x' c Xj' \ Xi, we see that no such extension could help

with minimization. A

A.3.2 Proof of Lemma 2.4.7

Proof. Given the probability space, ([0, 1], B, A), where A is the Lebesgue measure restricted

to [0,1], let us define the monotone coupling bymon := (F- ..... , F--')#A c P(R"), where

F,- (t) : inf{y : F,,(y) t}, Vt E [0, 1]

Notice then that by right-continuity, F, (F,71(t)) > t. Further, we find F, 1 (t) < xi

t <F,,,(x j).

The plan is first to show that any measure y E F(pi, .... pn) whose support is totally-

ordered, i.e.,

(Vy, y' C supp(-)) y < y' OR y > y', (A.4)

must be equal to 7mon. To arrive at this conclusion, it suffices to show that any such y

agrees with 7mon on the semiring of "downward-closed rectangles" S, since, both being

o-finite, would mean they agree on o-(S), the family of Borel sets of R".

Following through with this plan, we observe that we immediately have the action of

7mon on any downward-closed rectangle. More precisely, for any x C R",

7mo ({y Y: y <x}) A ({t : F, (t) < xi Vi}) = A ({t : t < F,2 (xi) Vi}) = min F, (xi).

For comparison, we now investigate the action of an arbitrary y E F(pi, . .. , pn), whose
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support satisfies the totally-ordered condition in (A.4), on a downward-closed rectangle

{y : y < x}, for some arbitrary x E R'. Towards this, let us introduce the following

definitions:

S* :={y : y c}

ST :={y :y > }

" Given any partition Pi<-Pf = {1, .... , n}, where Pj = 0 and P :' 0, write

PX := {y : yi z Vi E PF , yi > Xi Vi E P7}.

And let P denote the family of all such sets P,.

" Observe that R" = 9- - zT 6 +) Up Px (6 represents disjoint union). But because of

(A.4), (+P)EP PX Z sUpp(). Instead, there exists a subcollection P"' C Px that

satisfies

Vy,y' E Px y < y' OR y > y'
PCEPXComp

and

(A.5)H( PX) = 7( L P).
Px EPx P P€OMP

Let us assume that this quantity is greater than zero, otherwise y(x) = Ymon(9-)

trivially. Define A := {i : i E PF, for some Px E c P}.

With the definitions set, let us first observe that for any i ( A,

Y({y 2 : yi z}) + 7({y : y > zi}) = 1

->y({y : yi < zi}) + 7'(t) + -Y( U P2) = 1
P ' 1PC°0M

This tells us that

y({y : y2 c z}) - y({y : yj < }) Vi, j A (A.6)

Further, we observe that

(A.7)

because by definition of A, any y that satisfies yi <i for all i V A and y > xi for some
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i E A, cannot be in (+p com P, and hence by (A.5), it does not belong in the support of

-y. By the same reasoning,

supp(y)fy:yj<xjVjVAlcfy:y<x Isupp y)x supp(-y) Vi ( A

implies that

-y(z') = -y({y : yi z5 i, i V A}) :5-({ y : yi :: zi}) < -y(zi) Vi V A,

so conclude

Y({y : yi x})= -y(x ), Vi V A (A.8)

Finally, let i V A and j A be arbitrary. Then

-y({y : yi < zi}) = -y({y : yj < zj} n za) < -y({y : yj xj} n x ) + -y({y : yj < zj} n U+ PX)
PxEPx

= y({y zyj<x}) (A.9)

Altogether, (A.8), (A.9) and (A.6) indicate that y(x ) = mini F,(xi), as desired.

What remains is to show that any optimal coupling -y* must satisfy the totally-ordered

condition of (A.4). For this, we cite the following lemma:

Lemma A.3.2 (Lemma 2.2 from Pass (2012)). Let c: X 1 x ... x X, - R be a continuous

cost function, with the Xi being smooth manifolds with given corresponding Borel probability

measures pi. Then with regards to the optimization problem,

min Oc d-y,

if the optimal value is < oc, then for any optimal solution -*, supp(-y*) necessarily satisfies

the following: Given any y = (Yi, ... ,yn) and y' = (y, ... ,y') in supp(-y*), then for any

partition of {1, ... ,n}, written p = (p+, p-),

c(y) + c(y') < c(zP) + c(z'"),

where zf = yi, zip = y if iEpand z =y y $= yz ifiEp.
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By this lemma,

c(y) + c(y') < c(y V y') + c(y A y') Vy, y' E supp(7*),

which yields a contradiction to the strict submodularity of c if there exists a pair y and y' in

the support of -* that cannot be related by the canonical component-wise partial-order <.

Hence, we conclude that any optimal coupling for a continuous, strictly submodular cost

function must be equal to Ymon.

What remains is a basic limiting argument. Indeed, by the monotone convergence

theorem, letting m tend to infinity,

c + IZ (zi - z)2 d-ymon inf c + (Xi Xj)2 d7

-> c d mon inf c dy,

as desired. E

A.4 Section 2.5 Proofs

A.4.1 Proof of Proposition 2.5.2

Proof. For the sake of notational simplicity we absorb t into c, considering ci -ti as a whole

in the following argument, and with a bit abuse of notation, we use ci to denote ci - ti. Let

F : R"- R be defined by

maximize c j . yii

subject to yij 1, i 1,...
F(c) :

yi j = 1, ...' n '

y > 0.

Then F is submodular in c. To see this, consider a directed network constructed as follows.

There are two special nodes s and t, and two sets of nodes S = {s 1,..., s} Iand T =

{ti,... tn}. Let the arc set be A := {(s,si) : i = 1....,n}U{(si,t) : Vi E [n,],Vj E
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[n]} U {(tj, t) : j = 1, ... ,I n} U {(t, s)}. Let all the arcs, except the arc (t, s), have upper

capacity set to 1. The arc (t, s) has upper capacity set to n. Given the vector c, let any

arc of the form (si, tj) have weight ci - j. All other arcs have zero weight. Hence, we can

understand F(c) as the value of the max-weight circulation in the network just described.

Because all the arcs of the form (si, tj) are parallel, the value of the max-weight circulation

is submodular in the weights {ci -j}j- hence, F is submodular in c.

Finally, we show that F being submodular in c implies that Z(c) = F(c+) is submodular

in c. This follows from

F([x V y]+) + F([x A y]+) = F(x+ V y+) + F(x+ A y+) < F(x+) + F(y+) Vx, y E R",

as [x V y]+ = + y+, [x A y]+ x+ Ay+.

A.5 MMM model for the Ranking with Scheduling problem

Define

Uij P(Yij(E) = 1)
wiij =E[2; I yiy(E) = 1]P(yij(E) =1)

zij E[ 2 I yij(E) = 1]P(y 1)

Consider the following model

n n

max E E jwij - tijnig
i=1 j=1

n
s.t. E uij =1, VI=1..n

j=1
n

E wij Pi,V=1 ,.,.
j=1

Szij = p_1 + or ,Vi=1,
j'=1

n

uij =1,Vj=1,...,n

uij wij OV~
S0ij ) ,Vi,j

wij~ zij/

(A.10)
.. , n
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Denote the dual variable in (A.10) as Ozasjp,, fori 1,...,n and Ej,Vj = 1,...,n.

Consider the dual of (A.10).

min (p + (-)) + E Ej
m = j(a=1+w+ ()
i=1 j=21

S.t. ai + Ej + ti

( ' 3 - j)

(A.11)
}(i - j))

2e 0, W, 3~ = 11 -. -I ,n

When solving the first stage problem, we can incorporate the constraints on t in (A.11).

Notice ai + Ej + tij
Notice (+ + j

(0i - j)
as

P(i - j)
> 0 can be equivalently written as a socp constraint

(i/

- j) 2 + (a, + Ej + tj - (i)2 < a, + Ej + tij +
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Appendix B

Appendix to Chapter 3
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Appendix C

Appendix to Chapter 4

C.1 A Co-Monotone Coupling Example of Two Distributions

An example of how to compute the co-monotone coupling of two distributions is provided.

Here,

0

1' 1
on

3

4

DDoff

0

1

2

3

w.p. 3/8

w.p. 1/4

w.p. 1/8

w.p. 1/4

w.p. 1/4

w.p. 1/4

w.p. 1/4

w.p. 1/4

The resulting co-monotone coupling is

(D , D'off)

(0,0)

(0,1)

(1, 1)

(1,2)

(3,2)

(4,3)

w.p. 1/4

w.p. 1/8

w.p. 1/8

w.p. 1/8

w.p. 1/8

w.p. 1/4

The coupling procedure is shown by Figure C-1 - C-7.
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Mass (D',)

3

4

2

4

0 1 2 3 4

Supp(Di)

Mass (D'of)

4

2

4

0 1 2 3 4

Supp(D 1)

Mass (D'um)

4

4
1

2

(0,0) (0,1) (1,1) (1,2) (3,2) (4,3)

Supp(D',,)

Figure C-1: Step 1: initialize.

Mass(D'g) Mass(Din)

11

3 33

4 4

2 2 2

4 -- - - - - - - - - - -4 -- - - - - - -4

1 -- I -------------- I -P__________

0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4 (0,0) (0,1) (1.1) (1,2) (3.2) (4,3)

Supp(D'n) Supp(Dif) Supp(D1:m)

Figure C-2: Step 2: couple (0, 0) w.p. 1/4.

Mass(D ) Mass (DSLn)

4

2

3

4

0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4 (0,0) (0.1) (1.1) (1,2) (3.2) (4,3)

Supp(D 1) Supp(D f) Supp(D1um)

Figure C-3: Step 3: couple (0,1) w.p. 1/8.

Mass (D',)

1'

3

4

1 ,

2

4 -----------------------

0 1 2 3 4

Supp(D'n)

Figure

Mass (D1o)f

4

42

0 1 2 3 4

Supp(Dig)

Mass (Dum)

42

(0,0) (0.1) (1,1) (1,2) (3,2) (4,3)

Supp(Dum)

C-4: Step 4: couple (1,1) w.p. 1/8.
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Mass(D' )

1 0

3

4

2

4 ------------------- I
0 1 2 3 4

Supp(D' )

Figure

Mass (D',)

4
3

4

0 1 2 3 4

Supp(D )

Figure

Mass(D'g)

1.

4

2

1_ ---.------ ------ --

0 1 2 3 4

Supp(Dig)

C-5: Step 5: couple (1, 2

Mass(D)ff)

3

4

2

0 1 2 3 4

Supp(Dig)

Mass(D'um)

11
3

4

2

4

(0,0) (0,1) (1,1) (1,2) (3,2) (4,3)

Supp(Dsum)

)w.p. 1/8.

Mass (Dsum)

3

4

2

4

(0,0) (0,1) (1,1) (1,2) (3,2) (4,3)

Supp(Dium)

C-6: Step 6: couple (3,2) w.p. 1/8.

Mass(D u)

3
4

4

0 1 2 3 4

Supp(Doln)

Figure

Mass(D 1 )

3

4

2

4

0 1 2 3 4

Supp(Dig)

C-7: Step 7: couple (4,3)

Mass(D'um)

3

4

2

4

(0,0) (0,1) (1,1) (1,2) (3,2) (4,3)

Supp(D1um)

w.p. 1/4.
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C.2 A Two-Stage Example of the Adversary's Problem

A two-stage example of the Adversary's Problem is provided. The demands are assumed

to be all deterministic for better illustration of the mechanism of the max flows. The

computational procedure is shown by Figure C-8 ~ C-13.

bi-s8nh= 3 on one=n6
onon D1=1 D 2=4

.Ylef t h =1

=10

1 D1g 2 TD2,=

bo = 5 ofb 2 = 5 f

Figure C-8: A two-stage two-channel example: starting inventory y =10.

bin-sb = 3_~nS2 = 6
D 1 D 2=4

.Mef th
=8

1Dl:,= 2 •Dig = 1
b'y = 5 Doff b 2  -5 =f
off -off - D

Figure C-9: First Filfullment: since bff > ble - sln, 2 unit of offline demands are fulfilled.
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1b 2n-S2, 6
bln-so n = 3on n

0D =1 Dn =4

bef t h 1
=7

Dbg =2 5 1

Figure C-10: Second Filfullment:1 unit of online demand fulfilled after the fulfillment of

offline demands.

bln-si bon-son =6 DD=1 4D =4

Yleft h
-3

b-' -5 ~2 off1
off o~ff 5

Figure C-11: Third Filfullment: since b 2 -S2 > b ff, 4 unit of online demands are fulfilled.

b b n-s2n= 6

Flef t-
= 2

b2  =
off

offf offf

h = 1

Figure C-12: Fourth Filfullment: 1 unit of offline demand fulfilled after the fulfillment of

online demands.
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b 'SI n bon-Son 6

.Mef t h=1 ,
-0

bff2 -offD ,
off bogg

Figure C-13: Leftover Inventory: 2 unit of leftover inventory incur 2 x h = 2 holding costs
(no backlog).
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C.3 Further Simulation Results

The average costs over the test dataset for all SKUs are presnted by Figure C-14 (low-volume

SKUs), Figure C-15 (medium-volume SKUs) and Figure C-16 (high-volume SKUs).

40
myopic
separate myopic
newsvendor

30 -

0
CO)

0/
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10 -

2 4 6 8 10

Low-Volume SKU

Figure C-14: Average costs over the dataset for low-volume SKUs.
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Figure C-15: Average costs over the dataset for inedlun-volhllneSs.
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Figure C-16: Average costs over the dataset for high-volume SKUs.


